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 Econometrica, Vol. 73, No. 5 (September, 2005), 1477-1524

 AFFIRMATIVE ACTION IN HIGHER EDUCATION: HOW DO
 ADMISSION AND FINANCIAL AID RULES

 AFFECT FUTURE EARNINGS?

 BY PETER ARCIDIACONO1

 This paper addresses how changing the admission and financial aid rules at colleges
 affects future earnings. I estimate a structural model of the following decisions by indi-
 viduals: where to submit applications, which school to attend, and what field to study.
 The model also includes decisions by schools as to which students to accept and how
 much financial aid to offer. Simulating how black educational choices would change
 were they to face the white admission and aid rules shows that race-based advantages
 had little effect on earnings. However, removing race-based advantages does affect
 black educational outcomes. In particular, removing advantages in admissions substan-
 tially decreases the number of black students at top-tier schools, while removing advan-
 tages in financial aid causes a decrease in the number of blacks who attend college.

 KEYWORDS: Dynamic discrete choice, returns to education, human capital, school-
 ing decisions.

 1. INTRODUCTION

 SINCE 1996, THE USE OF RACE in the admissions decisions of public colleges
 and universities has been challenged through court cases in Michigan, Georgia,
 and Texas, through ballot initiatives in California and Washington, and through
 the governor's office in Florida. In addition to admissions policies, race-specific
 financial aid has also come under fire. Scholarships provided by the University
 of Maryland that were restricted to blacks alone were ruled to be unconstitu-
 tional in court.2 Despite the considerable public debate on race-based advan-
 tages in higher education, there is little understanding of how these programs
 affect the future outcomes of their intended beneficiaries. This paper seeks to
 estimate the effects of removing race-based advantages in both admissions and
 financial aid on black earnings and educational choices.

 To accomplish this, I estimate a structural model of the college decision-
 making process. In particular, I estimate a model of how individuals decide
 where to submit applications and, conditional on being accepted, in which col-
 lege to enroll and what major to study. These educational decisions are then

 1The author thanks Charlie Clotfelter, Jill Constantine, Mark Coppejans, Maria Ferreyra,
 Eric French, John Jones, Mike Keane, Levis Kochin, Rob McMillan, Marc Rysman, Jeff Smith,
 and seminar participants at the 2002 AEA Winter Meetings, Boston University, University of
 California-San Diego, CIRANO Conference on the Econometrics of Education, 2000 Cowles
 Conference on the Econometrics of Strategy and Decision Making, the NBER Higher Education
 Group, North Carolina State University, Queens University, Stanford University, Texas A&M
 University, University of Toronto, University of Washington, University of Western Ontario, Uni-
 versity of Wisconsin, and Yale University. The paper benefited tremendously from the suggestions
 of the editor and the referees.

 2See http://chronicle.com/indepth/affirm/court.htm for a review of recent court cases on affirma-
 tive action.
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 linked to future earnings. I also estimate the decisions by schools as to whether
 to admit a student and, conditional on admitting, how much financial aid to
 offer.

 There are a number of complications with estimating the effect of affirmative
 action in higher education on earnings. The first complication arises from af-
 firmative action in higher education not having a direct effect on earnings, but
 only an indirect effect through the college decision-making process. Affirma-
 tive action affects whether individuals are admitted or how much aid they are
 offered. Adjusting these admissions and financial aid rules indirectly affects
 future earnings by influencing where individuals apply to college and there-
 fore where they attend college. Without understanding the process by which
 individuals decide where to apply, it is impossible to quantify the effects of af-
 firmative action. For example, if blacks were subjected to the same admissions
 rules as whites, would they undo the effects of removing affirmative action by
 applying to a larger number of elite schools or would they decide not to apply
 to college at all? This paper is the first to structurally estimate how individuals
 decide where to submit applications by explicitly modeling individuals' expec-
 tations on admittance, financial aid, and future earnings.

 The second complication comes from the self-selection inherent in the ed-
 ucational process. This self-selection may take many forms. First, the returns
 to college may differ across the abilities of individuals, with those who have
 the highest returns being the most likely to take part in the "treatment" of at-
 tending college (see Card (2001), Heckman and Vytlacil (1998), and Heckman,
 Tobias, and Vytlacil (2000)). Second, the choices individuals make while in col-
 lege may affect the treatment of attending college as well. For example, attend-
 ing college and choosing to major in the natural sciences may result in higher
 earnings than choosing to major in the humanities. Finally, higher ability in-
 dividuals may find college less difficult and therefore may be more likely to
 attend college, even if the returns to ability do not depend on whether one has
 a college degree.3 I capture all of these sources of heterogeneous treatment
 effects through explicitly modeling the choice of major and allowing the mon-
 etary returns to different majors to vary with college quality and observed and
 unobserved ability. This is particularly important in evaluating affirmative ac-
 tion programs because the marginal individual who attends college may have
 very different expected returns than the average individual who attends col-
 lege.

 By estimating the structural model and appropriately accounting for selec-
 tion, the admissions and financial aid rules are linked to where individuals
 submit applications, which school they attend, and what field they study. It is
 then possible to track how these decisions would change given a change in the
 admissions and financial aid rules. Earnings expectations under the different

 3Many of these points are discussed in Altonji (1993).
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 rules can then be calculated before individuals submit applications by assign-
 ing probabilities of applying and attending particular schools under different
 rules and calculating the associated expected earnings for each of the possible
 education paths.

 Simulating the effects of removing preferential treatment for blacks in ad-
 missions and in financial aid shows surprisingly little effect on black male earn-
 ings despite blacks enjoying much larger premiums for attending college than
 their white counterparts. The small effects on expected earnings from remov-
 ing black advantages in financial aid occur because those individuals who are at
 the margin of attending are also the ones who have the lowest treatment effect;
 their abilities are relatively better suited to the noncollege market and they are
 likely to choose majors with low premiums. On the admissions side, preferen-
 tial treatment for blacks occurs only at top-tier schools. Removing the prefer-
 ential treatment in admissions has little effect on earnings because the return
 to college quality is small and those blacks affected by the policy are most likely
 to attend college regardless of whether affirmative action is in place.

 While the effects of affirmative action in higher education on expected earn-
 ings are small, removing affirmative action programs would have effects on the
 distribution of blacks at top-tier schools and the percentage of blacks attending
 college. Although removing affirmative action in admissions has a very small
 effect on the overall college attendance rate, I find that the percentage of black
 students falls dramatically at top-tier schools. For example, the percentage of
 black males attending colleges with average SAT scores above 1,200 falls by
 over 40%. In contrast, removing advantages in financial aid does not affect the
 distribution of blacks at the top schools as much as removing admissions ad-
 vantages, but does have a larger effect on the college attendance rates. Even
 when controlling for unobserved ability, the parameter estimates imply an over
 5% drop in the college attendance rates of black males had they faced the white
 financial aid rules.

 Whereas the study of the returns to college has a rich history in labor eco-
 nomics, it is important to understand how this paper builds on the previous
 literature. Although this is the first study to quantify the effects of affirmative
 action in higher education by structurally modeling all aspects of the college
 decision-making process, many papers have estimated different parts of the
 full model. Three papers in particular have reduced form versions of many
 parts of the education process. Manski and Wise's (1983) book College Choice
 in America provides a series of chapters on college application,4 admissions, fi-
 nancial aid, and enrollment. Bowen and Bok (1998) contains perhaps the most
 comprehensive description of the correlations between race and education in
 top-tier schools. Most relevant to the work here is their documentation of the
 black advantage in admissions at top-tier schools and the finding that higher
 earnings are correlated with attending higher quality colleges. Brewer, Eide,

 4See Venti and Wise (1982) for the first paper on college application choice.
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 and Goldhaber (1999) estimate reduced form application, admissions, and en-
 rollment rules. They document a larger role of affirmative action in the early
 seventies than in the early nineties. None of these papers models the links be-
 tween the various parts of the college decision-making process. For example,
 estimation of advantages in admissions is not tied to expected future earnings
 or the choice of college. Furthermore, these papers do not control for selection
 on unobservables.

 While the works discussed above have examined the general trends across a
 variety of college education decisions, many papers have focused on one aspect
 of the market for higher education. On the school side, while the literature
 is sparse, Kane (1998) documents black advantages in admissions at top-tier
 schools, while Kane and Spizman (1994) document similar advantages in fi-
 nancial aid across all schools. On the demand side, Fuller, Manski, and Wise
 (1982) and Brewer and Ehrenberg (1999) estimate multinomial logit models of
 the choice of college, with the latter also estimating the returns to college type
 and controlling for selection using the methodology developed in Lee (1983).
 Light and Strayer (2002) examine the decision to enroll and graduate from
 colleges of different qualities. They pay particular attention to race and find
 that, conditional on the same observed and unobserved characteristics, blacks
 are more likely to attend colleges of all quality levels. Both Berger (1988) and
 Arcidiacono (2004) model the choice of major and find large earnings differ-
 ences for particular majors, even after controlling for selection." Many studies
 have estimated the returns to college quality, with mixed evidence on how im-
 portant college quality is to future earnings.' Particularly relevant is the work
 by Dale and Krueger (2002), who find much smaller effects of college quality
 on earnings when using information about what schools individuals were re-
 jected at to control for unobserved ability. The same sort of variation is used
 to control for selection in this paper, but in the context of a structural model.
 This paper links much of the above literature by explicitly modeling each of
 the relevant decisions, which then makes policy analysis possible.

 In addition to the detailed work on specific aspects of college education,
 there has been a vast literature on the returns to years of schooling.7' Most rel-
 evant to the work here are the dynamic, structural models of Cameron and
 Heckman (1998, 2001) and Keane and Wolpin (1997, 2000, 2001). These pa-
 pers look at much longer time horizons, trading off the details of the college
 education process for a more explicit modeling of the year-by-year decisions
 as to whether to further one's education." The latter three papers estimate

 5Grogger and Eide (1995), James et al. (1989), and Loury and Garman (1995) also document
 substantial earnings differences across majors.

 'Daniel, Black, and Smith (1997), James et al. (1989), and Loury and Garman (1995) find
 strong positive effects of college quality.

 7See Card (1999) for a review.
 8One of the benefits of modeling the year-to-year transitions is that years of schooling are

 measured more accurately. By essentially allowing individuals only one choice about whether to
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 expectations of future utility, taking into account the option values of each
 of the possible decisions. In calculating these expectations, researchers face a
 trade-off between the correlation structure of the unobservable preferences
 and having closed form expressions for the expectations of future utility. One
 of the advantages of assuming a generalized extreme value (GEV) distribution
 for unobservable preferences is that, under certain conditions on the evolution
 of the state space,9 closed form expressions exist for the expectations of future
 utility. The trade-off is the very restrictive correlation structure of the unob-
 served preferences, where the unobservable preferences usually take on either
 a multinomial logit or a nested logit form. With the nested logit, unobservable
 preferences within a nest share a common component but there is no corre-
 lation across nests. This paper applies a GEV framework developed in the
 industrial organization literature (Bresnahan, Stern, and Trajtenberg (1997))
 that allows the unobservable preferences to be correlated across multiple nests.
 In this paper, unobservable preferences are correlated across both schools and
 majors while still having closed form expressions on the expectations of future
 utility.

 The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 presents the model and
 estimation strategy. Section 3 discusses the data. Results are presented in Sec-
 tion 4 with a discussion of how well the model matches the data given in Sec-
 tion 5. Policy simulations are examined in Section 6. Section 7 provides some
 concluding remarks as well as ideas for future research. Additional simulations
 are contained in the Appendix, which is available on the Econometrica website.

 2. THE MODEL AND ESTIMATION STRATEGY

 In this section I present a model of how individuals decide where to sub-
 mit applications, where to attend college (conditional on being accepted), and
 what field to study. The model has four stages, which are outlined below.

 Stage 1: Individuals choose where to submit applications.
 Stage 2: Schools make admissions and financial aid decisions.
 Stage 3: Conditional on the offered financial aid and acceptance set, indi-

 viduals decide which school to attend and what field to study. Individuals may
 also choose to opt out of school altogether and enter the labor market.

 Stage 4: All individuals enter the labor market.
 Since decisions made in stage 1 are conditional on expectations of what will

 happen in the future, discussion of the model begins with stage 4 and works
 backward to stage 1.

 There are two types of parameters for dynamic discrete choice models:
 transition parameters (y's), which affect the probability of being in particular

 advance one's education, those who drop out early or attend community colleges are mixed in
 with those who did not attend college at all.

 'See Rust (1987, 1994).
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 states, and preference parameters (a's), which affect the utility of particular
 choices at particular states. Since transition or preference parameters appear
 in each stage of the model, to avoid confusion I subscript parameters and vari-
 ables for each stage. Namely, parameters and variables for the labor market
 are subscripted by w, for the choice of college and major by c, for admissions
 by a, for financial aid by f, and for applications by s. Individual subscripts are
 suppressed.
 Throughout, the discussion will be conducted as though all the errors in the

 various stages are independent of one another and, hence, each stage could be
 estimated separately-essentially assuming away the selection problem. This
 assumption will be relaxed later in the paper through the use of mixture dis-
 tributions. Mixture distributions allow for the various stages to be connected
 through an individual's unobserved "type," controlling for the dynamic selec-
 tion that occurs in the model. These unobserved types then affect the intercepts
 in each stage of the estimation as well as the expectations on future utility in
 both the application decision and the choice of college and major. The use of
 the mixture distribution is discussed in more detail in Section 2.6.

 2.1. Stage 4: The Labor Market and the Utility of Working

 Once individuals enter the work force, they make no other educational de-
 cisions: the labor market is an absorbing state. Individuals then receive utility
 only through earnings."o Earnings are a function of ability, A, where A is in-
 dividual specific. I assume that the human capital gains for attending the jth

 college operate through the average ability of the students at the college, Aj. In
 some majors individuals may acquire more human capital than in other majors,
 leading to earnings differentials across majors. Heterogeneity in these earnings
 differentials may also exist because the amount of human accumulation an in-
 dividual obtains in a particular major may depend on their ability. Log earnings
 t years after high school are then given by

 (1) ln(Wjkt) -= Ywkl + Y"wk2A + Yk3A + Ywk4Xw + gwkt + Ewt,

 where X, is a vector of other characteristics that may affect earnings, k in-
 dicates major, and gwkt represents how earnings grow over times. Should the
 individual not choose one of the college options, j = k = 0 and the variables
 that characterize the college are set to zero. The shocks (the ew,'s) are assumed
 to be distributed N(0, of?).

 Note that this model explicitly incorporates comparative advantage. Particu-
 lar majors may have low wage intercepts, but high returns to ability. Similarly,

 l?Nonmonetary benefits in the work force for particular schooling paths will not be separately
 identified from the utility of those paths while in college. Hence, for ease of exposition, I speak
 of these only in terms of the utility in college.
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 other majors or the no-college option may have high intercepts, but low returns
 to ability."

 The data set I use to estimate the model is a short panel of high school gradu-
 ates from a particular cohort. Accurately estimating growth rates for particular
 majors far out into the life cycle is not possible. Instead, I estimate the log earn-
 ings equation with year indicator variables interacted with sex and whether the
 individual choose one of the college options. Since I estimate the model us-
 ing only one cohort, the coefficients on these year indicator variables will be a
 mixture of the returns to experience, age, and overall growth of the economy.
 The corresponding growth rates are then estimated only for years in which we
 actually have wage observations.

 The expected utility of being in the work force is given by the log of the
 expected present value of lifetime earnings,12

 (2) Uwik = awlog(EW[Lf 0 ttP t

 where T is the retirement date, t' is the year the individual enters the work
 force, and p is the discount factor. The probability of working in a particular
 year is given by Pkt. The expectation is then taken with respect to future labor
 force participation and shocks to earnings. I assume that, conditional on sex
 and major, all individuals have the same expectations regarding future labor

 "As will be discussed in the section on unobserved heterogeneity, comparative advantage
 across schooling options will also be present because certain "types" of individuals will see higher
 returns in one major, but lower returns in another.

 12This expression for the indirect utility function falls out of utility maximization when (i) pe-
 riod utility is given by log period consumption, (ii) there is perfect insurance on the lifetime
 earnings stream after one leaves college, and (iii) the discount factor is common across individ-
 uals and is equal to the market discount factor. Normalizing the price of consumption to 1, the
 individual's maximization problem is given by

 T

 max P' ln(ct) s.t.

 The first-order conditions imply setting consumption to be the same across time periods. Substi-
 tuting back into the budget constraint implies

 Ct =

 TE T

 t=t=0 t

 for all t. Substituting for c, in the utility function gives the result.
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 force participation.'3 Under these assumptions, (2) can be rewritten as

 (3) uwjk = ,w(Ywkl - Ywk2A + Ywk3Aj + Ywk4Xw)

 + aw log Ew [Y t-tPkt exp(gwkt +Ewt)

 where the indirect utility of working can be written as a linear term plus a func-
 tion of the trends in participation and earnings over time. Since I do not have
 good information on earnings growth rates across years and majors, I assume
 that the expected growth rates are common across individuals of the same gen-
 der and major.14 Hence, this last term, which includes both the growth dates
 and future participation decisions, is captured by sex interacted with a major-
 specific constant.'" Note further that no assumptions need to be made on the
 discount factor because it too is absorbed into the major-specific intercept.

 2.2. Stage 3: Choice of College and Major

 At Stage 3, individuals may choose a school from a set J, that includes all
 the schools that accepted them. The colleges themselves are not important;
 it is only the characteristics of the colleges that are relevant to the model.
 That is, utility from attending Harvard can be captured by the characteristics
 of Harvard. Those who decide to attend college must also choose a major from
 the set K. The same set of majors exists at all colleges. When making the col-
 lege and major decisions, individuals take into account the repercussions these
 decisions have on future earnings.

 Define the flow utility, Ucjk, as the utility received while actually attending
 college j in major k. This flow utility includes the effort demanded in major k
 at school j as well as any compensating differentials that may take place (such
 as college quality being a consumption good). Each of the majors then varies

 in its demands on the students. Let vcjk be the corresponding expected present
 discounted value of indirect utility:

 (4) vcjk = Ucjk + Uwjk

 Individuals then choose the option that yields the highest present value of life-
 time utility.

 "The sample of blacks in the data set is small, so blacks are allowed to have different prefer-
 ences for attending college, but not for particular majors. Differences in unemployment rates for
 blacks are embedded in this model as long as they are proportional to the employment rates for
 whites conditional on attending or not attending college.

 14See Arcidiacono (2004) for a similar specification.
 1"Since the utility of attending college also has a major-specific constant, these two constant

 terms will not be separately identified.
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 Individuals also have the option not to attend college, with the utility
 given by

 (5) Vc o=UWo,
 where the o subscript indicates that the individual chose the outside option of
 working immediately.

 I now specify in more detail the components of ucjk. Embedded in this flow
 utility is the effort required to accumulate human capital in college. I assume
 that each major requires a fixed amount of work that varies by the individual's
 ability, A, the ability of one's peers, Aj, and the major chosen, k. Hence, in-
 dividuals with identical characteristics, attending schools with peers of similar
 abilities, and in the same major will have identical effort levels. This cost of
 effort is given by cjk. The flow utility for pursuing a particular college option is
 then

 (6) Ucjk = clXcjk - Cjk + Ecjk,

 where Xcjk is a vector of individual, school, and major variables that affect
 how attractive particular education paths are. These include such things as the
 monetary cost of the school net of financial aid,16 college quality as a consump-
 tion good, and whether particular sexes have preferences for particular majors.
 The vector Xcjk also includes major-specific intercepts."7 The individual's un-
 observed preference for particular schooling options is given by ecjk.

 I assume the following functional form for the cost of effort:

 (7) cjk = ac2k(A - Aj) + Oc3(A - Aj)2
 Note that the cost of effort function allows the costs of majoring in particular
 fields to vary by relative ability in the linear term, but not in the squared term.

 While I will be able to identify ac3, I will not be able to separately identify ac2k,
 because college quality can serve as a consumption good and high ability indi-
 viduals may have preferences for particular majors independent of effort costs;
 college quality and abilities of the students may enter the utility of majoring in
 a particular field through Xcjk as well. This cost of effort may lead to optimal
 qualities that are on the interior: even if an individual was allowed to attend
 all colleges, the individual may not choose to attend the highest quality college
 because of the effort required. With different levels of effort required by dif-
 ferent majors, optimal college qualities may vary by major. Individuals are then
 trading off the cost of obtaining the human capital with the future benefits.'8

 16Recall that the indirect utility of earning took the log form, but here is linear. The two can be
 reconciled by assuming that the indirect utility is linear for sufficiently small values of consump-
 tion and individuals cannot borrow against their future earnings while in college.

 "7When the mixture distribution is added, these major-specific intercepts will be allowed to
 vary by type.

 "1See Arcidiacono (2004) for a more detailed discussion of the identification of effort costs.
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 Note also that many of the variables that affect the utility of college also
 affect the utility of working. To identify a,, the coefficient on the log of the
 expected value of lifetime earnings, an exclusion restriction will be necessary.
 This is discussed in more detail in the data and identification sections.

 I assume that Ecjk'S follow a generalized extreme value distribution. Special
 cases of the generalized extreme value distribution lead to multinomial logit
 and nested logit models. With nested logit models, errors in one nest cannot
 be correlated with errors in another nest. For example, if we nested the choice
 of school, then it would not be possible to nest the choice of major also. How-
 ever, a paper in the industrial organization literature, Bresnahan, Stern, and
 Trajtenberg (1997) (henceforth BST), shows that, consistent with McFadden's
 (1978) framework,19 another special case of the generalized extreme value dis-
 tribution allows for errors to be correlated across multiple nests while still
 being consistent with random utility maximization. I use this specification to
 allow errors to have a component that is common across all majors at a par-
 ticular school and a component that is common across all school choices that
 involve the same choice of major. In particular, it is possible to have E,'s that
 are correlated across both schools and majors using the G function

 (8) G(e" ) = acl exp cjkP

 kk "J \Pc /

 where Pcl, Pc2 E [0, 1], ac + ac2 = 1, and vcjk = Vcjk - EcJk (the indirect utility net
 of the unobservable preference). The act and ac2 terms are defined as

 1 - pC1

 2ac - pc - Pc2

 19McFadden's (1978) framework is as follows. Let r = 1,..., R index all possible choices. De-
 fine a function G(yl,..., yR) on yr > 0 for all r. If G is nonnegative, homogeneous of degree 1,
 approaches +oc as one of its arguments approaches +oc, has nonnegative nth cross-partial deriv-
 atives for odd n, and nonpositive cross-partial derivatives for even n, then McFadden (1978)
 showed that

 F(E ..., ER) = exp{-G(e-l',..., e-R)}
 is the cumulative distribution function for a multivariate extreme value distribution. Furthermore,
 the probability of choosing the rth alternative conditional on the observed characteristics of the
 individual is given by

 yrGr(yl,...,YR)
 P(r) =  G(yl ..., yR)

 where Gr is the partial derivative of G with respect to the rth argument.
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 and

 1 - pc2

 2 - Pcl - Pc2
 Note that as pc (Pc2) approaches 1, ac, (ac2) approaches 0, and the G func-
 tion reverts to the one used to derive a nested logit with errors correlated only
 within majors (schools). While the Ec's are known to the individual, they are
 not observed by the econometrician. Hence, from the econometrician's per-
 spective, the probability of choosing the kth major at the jth school is then
 given by

 (9) P(j, k)

 ac exp(-j (Ek exp( )))Pc1 + ac2 exp() )(E exp( ))Pc-1
 G(ev')

 2.3. Stage 2: Admissions and Financial Aid

 Given a set of applicants, schools decide who is admitted and how much
 financial aid will be given to each student. Entering into the school's utility
 function is the average ability of their students, A, the sum of tuition payments
 net of any scholarships, and a school's unobserved preference for a particular
 student. The school side does not fall directly out of a well specified optimiza-
 tion problem for the schools themselves. However, I am not interested in how
 schools respond to changes in the application pool, but rather in how chang-
 ing the school admission and financial rules affects student behavior. If schools
 respond to the removal of affirmative action by attempting to obtain a diverse
 student body using other means, the effect on blacks of removing affirmative
 action will be somewhat mitigated.

 I assume that the admission rules that result from the school's maximization

 problem yield logit probabilities. The probability of being admitted to school j
 is then given by

 exp[lyaXaj]
 P(J E Jalj Ef J) =  exp[yaXajl + 1'

 where Xaj includes such things as the quality level of the school and the indi-
 vidual's own ability, and Ya is a vector of coefficients to be estimated.

 I assume that the stochastic part of these probabilities is independent across
 schools. Hence, the probability that an individual who applies to the set of
 schools I has the choice set Ja is given by

 (10) P(JaxpyaXaj)J 1 )a?
 (1exp[yaXa] - 1 exp[yaXaj] + 1
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 the product of the logit probabilities of the individual outcomes.
 I now turn toward the financial aid decision. Write the bill paid by the student

 as sjtj, where tj is the actual cost of attending school j and sj is the share of that
 actual cost. I assume that the optimal financial aid rule follows a tobit with sj
 as the dependent variable. In particular, we have

 (11) s = yfXf + Efi,

 0, if s <0,

 = sy, if 0 < s < 1,

 where Xfj is a vector of individual and institutional characteristics that affect
 financial aid outcome. Hence, the share of the bill paid will have mass points at

 no aid and full aid, which is consistent with the data. The forecast error, E4s, is
 independent of Xfj, independent across schools, and is unknown to the student
 until after the application decision has been made.20

 2.4. Stage 1: Applying to College

 Let there be a set of J colleges to which an individual may submit an ap-
 plication. Since each school may accept or reject the student, the number of
 possible outcomes for applying to all the schools in J c J is 2#J, where #J is
 the number of schools in subset J. Let Ja indicate the subset of schools at
 which the individual was accepted and let P(Ja) be the corresponding prob-
 ability that this outcome occurs. Individuals make their application decisions
 based on their expectations on the probability of acceptance, the expected fi-
 nancial aid conditional on acceptance, and an expectation of how well they will
 like particular college and major combinations in the future.21 I assume that
 the expected utility of applying to the set J, v,j, is given by

 vsJ = a-1Es( VIJ) + usJ + Es ,

 where Vc is the value of the best alternative at the college and major choice
 stage, usj is the flow utility (application cost) of applying to the set J, and E6j is
 the unobserved preference for applying to the set J.22 By assuming a particular

 20Both this assumption and the assumption of independent errors in admissions is relaxed
 later in the paper as the intercept terms in both equations are allowed to vary by type. Hence,
 highly productive people may see higher earnings as well as higher probabilities of admittance
 and financial aid at all colleges.

 21Note that at this stage the individual knows the gross costs of attending each school. How-
 ever, he only has expectations with regard to how much of those gross costs he will actually have
 to pay, because financial aid is uncertain.

 22Note that even though Es(VJIJ) is already denominated in utils, there is still a coefficient on
 the variable ac = c/pis, where Ac and r, are the variance scale parameters for the choice of
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 functional form on the application costs and taking into account the probability
 of being admitted into each school in the set, the expression becomes

 2#J-1

 (12) vsj = as Es(VcIJa)P(Ja J) - as2Xsj + Esj,
 a=1

 where Xs represent the variables that affect the cost of applying to set J.23
 I assume that unobservable tastes for particular schools and majors, the Ec's,

 are independent from the E,'s. All individuals then have the same expecta-
 tions with regard to the realizations of the ec's. I need this assumption to make
 the expectations on future utility of applying to a particular set of schools J
 tractable.24 Integrating out and discretizing the financial aid realizations into
 L categories, Rust (1987) showed that the conditional expectations have a
 closed form solution. With these assumptions, (12) can be rewritten as

 2#J-1/LF __\f PC1

 Vs _ _as 2 nacl c exPVp Vcj

 + ac2 L ( exp ( )Pc2

 + exp(v'o)] )T(sallXf) dsa)P(JaIXaj)

 - as2XsJ + y + Esj,

 where rr is discretized probability density function (p.d.f.) of Sa, the financial
 aid decisions at each of the schools in the acceptance set, and y is Euler's
 constant.

 With the calculation of the expected value of lifetime utility in hand, I now
 specify the distribution of the taste parameters, the es's. Similar to the college
 and major choice stage, it is reasonable to assume that unobserved preferences

 school and major stage, and the application stage, respectively. Typically with multinomial logits
 these scale parameters are assumed to be 1 so as to identify the parameters of the utility function.
 Since we have, in a sense, two multinomial logits on two very different decisions (applying versus
 attending) that are connected by the expected utility term, we can only identify one variance
 term relative to the other. Any discounting across stages will not be separately identified, but will
 instead be incorporated into this parameter.

 23The -1 in the summation takes the sum only over acceptance sets where the individual was
 accepted to at least one school.

 24When unobserved heterogeneity is added through the use of mixture distributions, the ex-
 pectations on the values of particular application sets will vary with type. That is, high unobserved
 ability individuals will have higher expectations with regard to the value of all application sets.
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 for application bundle where some of the schools overlap and should be cor-
 related. I specify a distribution where each school has its own nest. Hence,
 the nest for the first school in I includes all J's that have as one of their ele-
 ments the first school. An application of BST's framework once again applies.
 Namely, order the schools in I from 1, ..., N. Order the possible combinations
 of schools from 1, ..., R and let Jr, denote the set of schools in the rth combi-
 nation. The G function I use is then given by

 N 1 R Ps

 G(vs) (ne J,)exp(sr n=1 r=1

 + 1 - M exp(v;r) + exp(vio)7
 r=l n=1

 where v', = Vsr - Es,, M is the maximum number of schools to which one can
 apply, and p, E [0, 1] is the nesting parameter. The last term allows the individ-
 ual to apply to no schools, while the second to last term adjusts the G function
 for the fact that some combinations of schools have smaller numbers of schools

 than others. That the ps is common across schooling nests restricts the corre-
 lation within each school's nest to be the same.

 This G function then leads to the probability of choosing the application
 set Jr, which is given by

 P(Jr) = - (n E Jr)(n E Jr) exp s exp n=1 r=I Ps Ps
 N (n E Jr) + L (1 ' )exp(v W ))G(v').

 Note that if the number of schools in Jr equals M, then the second term disap-
 pears. As in the college and major choice stage, as p, approaches 1, the model
 reverts to a multinomial logit.

 2.5. The Estimation Strategy

 With independent errors across the stages, the log-likelihood function can
 now be divided into five pieces:

 L1(yy)-the log-likelihood contribution of earnings;
 L2 (Ya) -the log-likelihood contribution of admissions decisions;

 L3(yf)-the log-likelihood contribution of financial aid;
 L4(ac, a~, y,)-the log-likelihood contribution of college and major

 decisions conditional on the acceptance set;
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 Ls(as, ac, a(, Ya, Yf, y,)-the log-likelihood contribution of the appli-
 cation decision.

 The total log-likelihood function is then L = L + L2 + L3 + L4 ? L5.
 Note that consistent estimates of y,, y,, and yf can be found by maximizing

 L1, L2, and L3 separately.25 With the estimates of y,, consistent estimates of
 ac and a, can be obtained by maximizing L4. All of these estimates can then
 be used in L5 to find consistent estimates of as.26

 The computational savings from employing this method are quite large. The
 expectation on the value of applying to any reasonable number of schools is
 very expensive to calculate, let alone calculate the derivative. This method min-
 imizes the number of times this expectation needs to be calculated. The max-
 imization then reduces to ordinary least squares for the earnings estimates,
 a logit at each school for the admissions estimates, a tobit for the financial aid
 estimates, and two multinomial logits for the college and major decision and
 the application decision.

 2.6. Serial Correlation of Preferences and Unobserved Ability

 One of the assumptions that seems particularly unreasonable is that the un-
 observable preference parameters are uncorrelated over time. That is, if one
 has a strong unobservable preference for engineering initially, he is just as
 likely as someone who has a strong unobservable preference for education ini-
 tially to have an unobservable preference for education when it comes time
 to choose a college and a major. We would suspect that this is not the case.
 Furthermore, it is unreasonable to assume that there is no unobserved (to the
 econometrician) ability that is known to the individual.27

 Following Heckman and Singer (1984), one method of dealing with this
 problem is to assume that there are R types of people with ,rr being the pro-
 portion of the rth type in the population.28 Types remain the same throughout
 all stages, individuals know their type, and preferences and abilities may vary
 across type.29 The log likelihood for a particular individual then follows the

 25See Rust and Phelan (1997) and Rothwell and Rust (1997).
 26The standard errors, however, are not consistent. I take one Newton step on the full likeli-

 hood function to obtain consistent estimates of the standard errors.

 27See Willis and Rosen (1979) for the importance of controlling for selection when estimating
 the returns to education.

 28See Keane and Wolpin (1997), Eckstein and Wolpin (199), and Cameron and Heckman
 (1998, 2001) for other examples of using mixture distributions to control for unobserved het-
 erogeneity in dynamic education models.

 29An example would be if the parameters of the utility function do not vary across types except
 for the constant term. This would be the same as having a random effect that is common across
 everyone of a particular type.
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 mixture distribution

 (13) L(ca, ac, a,, Ya, Ys, w) = In T,lr,,rI2r,3r,,4r5r .

 Here, the a's and y's can vary by type and L refers to the likelihood (as op-
 posed to the log likelihood).

 Now the parts of the log-likelihood function are no longer additively sep-
 arable. If they were, a similar technique could be used as in the case of
 complete information: estimate the model in stages with the parameters of
 previous stages being taken as given when estimating the parameters of sub-
 sequent stages. Arcidiacono and Jones (2003) show that the expectation-
 maximization (EM) algorithm30 restores the additive separability at the
 maximization step.

 In particular, note that the conditional probability of being the rth type is
 given by

 Tr ,lr C 2r C3r 4r C 5r

 (14) P(rlX, a, y, iT) = T lTrlr2r"3rC4r/5r r'=1 7Tr' 1r C2r' 3r' L4r' C5r'

 where X refers to the data on the decisions and the characteristics of the indi-
 vidual.

 The EM algorithm has two steps: first, calculate the expected log-likelihood
 function given the conditional probabilities at the current parameter estimates;
 second, maximize the expected likelihood function, holding the conditional
 probabilities fixed. This process is repeated until convergence is obtained, but
 the expected log likelihood for a particular observation is now additively sepa-
 rable:

 R

 (15) P(r X, a, y, TT)(Llr,(y) + L2r(Ya) + L3r(Yf + L4r(Oc, w, ,yw)
 r=l

 ? L5r(cta, awcl, Ya, Yf, ,Yw)).

 Taking the conditional probabilities of being a particular type as given, I can
 obtain estimates of y, by maximizing the Llr's times the conditional probabil-
 ities of being a particular type. Similarly, estimates of Ya and yf come from
 maximizing the conditional probabilities times the L2r'S and L3r'S, respectively.
 I then use only the L4r'S and the conditional probabilities to find estimates of
 ac and am-not needing L4r to obtain estimates of yw. These estimates are

 30See Dempster, Laird, and Rubin (1977) for the seminal paper on the EM algorithm.
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 taken as given and the Lsr'S are used only to find the as's. Note that all of
 the parts of the likelihood are still linked through the conditional probabili-
 ties, where the conditional probabilities are updated at each iteration of the
 EM algorithm. Arcidiacono and Jones (2003) show that this method produces
 consistent estimates of the parameters with large computational savings.
 Note also that the population probabilities of being a particular type,

 the irr's, can depend on characteristics of the individual. Here, type is allowed to depend on whether one comes from a high or low income family.31 Allowing
 income to affect type probabilities in this way does not affect the sequential
 EM algorithm. Rather than updating the unconditional probability of being
 a particular type using the whole sample, the unconditional probabilities now
 vary by income and are updated individually using the sample of high and low
 income households respectively.

 3. DATA

 The National Longitudinal Study of the Class of 1972 (NLS72) is the primary
 data source for estimating the model. The NLS72 is a stratified random sample
 that tracks individuals who were seniors in high school in 1972. Individuals
 were interviewed in 1972, 1973, 1974, 1976, 1979, and 1986. Table I provides
 descriptive statistics for the whole sample, those who applied to college, and
 those who attended college. All statistics are disaggregated by race.32

 The NLS72 has data on the top three schooling choices of each individual in
 1972 and whether the individual was accepted to each of these schools. Then
 J, is defined as the (up to three) schools that the individual listed as accept-
 ing him. Unfortunately, the NLS72 does not have data on whether an individ-
 ual considered any other four-year institutions. Hence, I may only be partially
 observing Ja. However, this turns out to be not very restrictive, because the
 percentage of students who report applying to three schools is small: approxi-
 mately 10% of those who apply to college submit three applications.

 To keep the model computationally tractable, I need to restrict the number
 of schools where the individual can submit an application. It is not possible to

 31Definitions of high and low income are given in Section 3.
 32The sample was selected as follows. To be in the final data set, survey respondents must

 have participated in the first follow-up study as well as have valid test score information from
 taking either the SAT or the standardized test given to the NLS72 participants in the first year.
 Of these, 6,940 did not apply to a four-year college in their senior year of high school. Of the
 7,877 who did apply, 4,645 had a valid schooling option. Of the 4,645, 3,670 had valid information
 on major choice and did not transfer schools. This last set of attrition resulted in a 24% reduction
 in the sample of those who submitted an application. I therefore reduced (randomly) the sample
 of those who did not apply by 24% as well, leaving the sample of nonapplicants at 5,244. This
 attrition had no effect on the ratio of men to women or blacks to whites. High school dropouts
 are ignored.
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 TABLE I

 SAMPLE MEANS

 Full Sample Applied Attended

 White Black White Black White Black

 Prob. of applying 0.4115 0.4133
 Prob. of attending 0.2114 0.1667 0.5137 0.4033
 Prob. of admission 0.9121 0.8609

 Number 0.5924 0.5809 1.4397 1.4006 1.5772 1.5491

 of applications (0.8312) (0.8066) (0.6777) (0.6503) (0.7443) (0.7246)
 Math school 535.6 460.3 538.2 466.5

 quality (55.2) (100.2) (51.2) (104.5)
 Verbal school 508.2 438.8 509.6 446.1

 quality (52.8) (97.5) (48.9) (101.8)
 School costa 11,505 10,596 11,403 10,632

 (4,192) (3,843) (4,003) (4,124)
 Financial aid 1,250 2,180 1,456 3,195

 (2,736) (3,796) (2,930) (4,594)
 State college 0.2684 0.2949 0.2705 0.2959 0.2722 0.2999
 premiumb (0.0621) (0.0566) (0.0623) (0.0586) (0.0621) (0.0600)

 SAT math 442.1 334.3 500.3 360.9 529.8 378.9

 (104.2) (70.0) (105.9) (82.1) (101.2) (85.6)
 SAT verbal 410.3 305.5 465.4 332.4 489.8 356.9

 (100.7) (67.5) (102.8) (79.5) (99.5) (87.5)
 HS class rank 0.5589 0.4677 0.6983 0.5710 0.7633 0.6212

 (0.2780) (0.2749) (0.2351) (0.2629) (0.2032) (0.2546)
 Unknown HS 0.1143 0.2322 0.1373 0.2634 0.1249 0.2486

 class rank
 Low incomec 0.4410 0.7139 0.3508 0.6737 0.3169 0.6416

 Female 0.4950 0.5732 0.4736 0.6107 0.4757 0.6358
 Natural science 0.2246 0.1329
 Business 0.1628 0.1734

 Social science 0.4450 0.4855
 Education 0.1676 0.2081

 Observations 7,876 1,038 3,241 4,29 1,665 173

 aCosts and aid are in 1999 dollars. Cost is defined as tuition+ books+ room and board. Financial aid is scholarships
 only. Both costs and financial aid are for all schools applied to in the second column and only the school attended in
 the third column.

 bDefined as family's before tax income being less than $36,000 (1999 dollars).

 CTaken from the 1973-1975 March Current Population Surveys.

 estimate a model where an individual may apply to all combinations of schools
 in the United States. I restrict the set of schools to eight, with individuals be-
 ing able to apply to any combination of up to three schools from these eight.
 Schools were assigned randomly, with 70% of the draws coming from schools
 in the same state as the student. All colleges where an individual actually sub-
 mitted an application were included in the choice set. This leaves 92 possible
 application sets.
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 The first four rows in Table I then show how the probability of applying, be-
 ing admitted, and attending vary by race. Blacks and whites were equally likely
 to submit any applications and the average number of applications conditional
 on applying was 1.4 for both groups. The unconditional probability of being
 admitted is higher for whites, with blacks being over 50% more likely to be
 rejected.

 I use data on decisions made in 1974 as to whether to attend college. This
 should roughly correspond to the junior year of college. The data for those who
 chose a schooling option are then restricted to students who were attending a
 college in their original choice set: transferring schools is not modeled. Indi-
 viduals who attend college but drop out before the junior year are treated as
 not having attended college. With this measure, Table I shows that the college
 attendance rates conditional on applying are 25% higher for whites.33

 The next set of rows shows the characteristics of the schools applied to and
 attended as well as how much aid was offered. The schools' math and verbal

 SAT scores, as reported by the schools themselves, are used as my measures
 of school quality.34 James et al. (1989) find that the only measure of college
 quality that significantly affects earnings is student quality. This does not nec-
 essarily imply peer effects because student quality may be driven by the quality
 of the instruction, which is not easily measured. Costs are calculated as tuition
 plus books plus room and board. Both the college quality and the cost data are
 taken from the schools themselves. Individuals list their general scholarships
 as well as school-specific scholarships. The only measure of financial aid I use
 is this scholarship data. Scholarships are constrained to be less than the total
 cost of the school. There is much censoring, because over 60% of individuals
 receive no financial aid from scholarships.

 The table shows that whites apply to and attend colleges with much higher
 SAT math and verbal scores than their black counterparts. Cost may have
 something to do with this because the blacks applied to college that were on av-
 erage less expensive and also received more aid than whites. Although the out
 of pocket expenses were on average lower for blacks who chose to attend, this
 was not the case for whites. A possible explanation is that there are more high
 income whites and this group may have received poor financial aid packages
 yet still planned to attend college.

 With blacks applying to worse schools and being admitted at lower rates,
 the role of affirmative action may seem limited. However, Brewer, Eide, and

 33The percentage of individuals attending college is slightly lower than their counterparts in the
 Current Population Survey. This has two sources. First, to be counted here, no breaks are allowed
 in college attendance. Second, our sample does not use information on community colleges or
 vocational schools.

 34These data, as well as the tuition and various other costs of attending the school, are found in
 The Basic Institutional Source File. This file has information from the 1973-74 Higher Education
 Directory, the 1973-74 Tripariate Application Data file, the 1972-73 HEGIS Finance Survey, and
 the 1972 ACE Institutional Characteristics File, all of which are surveys of colleges.
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 Goldhaber (1999) document that affirmative action in college during this time
 period (early seventies) was actually much stronger than in later years. These
 facts may be reconciled by examining the third set of rows, which points toward
 large differences in backgrounds of the white and black populations.
 The difference in SAT scores is particularly striking. Examining columns

 1 and 6 shows that blacks who attended college performed over 50 points worse
 on both the math and verbal sections of the SAT35 than whites in the popula-
 tion at large. These gaps increase to over 150 points and 130 points for the
 math and verbal scores when comparing white and black attendees. For both
 groups, SAT scores are higher for those who attended than for those who just
 applied and higher for those who applied than for those who did not.
 Large differences also exist in both high school class rank36 and in the per-

 centage of families that are low income, where low income is defined as being
 below the median family income in the data for those who report a family in-
 come.37 In both cases and in all groupings, blacks have lower high school class
 ranks and are more likely to come from low income families than whites. Con-
 sistent with the results on SAT math score, both higher incomes and class ranks
 are found as we move from the full sample to the sample that attended college.
 Black females were more likely to attend college than their male counterparts,
 but this is not the case for whites.31

 To identify the coefficient on future earnings, I need a variable that af-
 fects choice of school and major only through earnings; X, must have an el-
 ement not contained in XC. I use state differences in the log college premium
 from 1973-1975 for workers aged 22-35 as a variable that affects choice of
 school and major only through earnings. This variable is calculated from the
 March Current Population Survey (CPS). Some small states are aggregated in
 the CPS, leading to differences in the college premiums across 22 regions. The
 descriptive statistics indicate this may be a good choice because for both blacks
 and whites the highest college premiums are found for those who attended col-

 35Many individuals, particularly those who did not apply to college, did not take the SAT. How-
 ever, participants in the NLS72 took both a math and a verbal test in the base year of the survey.
 For those who did take the SAT, I regressed SAT math and SAT verbal on the score of the math
 and the verbal tests, respectively. These results were then used to forecast SAT math and verbal
 scores for those who did not take the SAT. Those who took neither the SAT nor the NLS72 test

 were removed from the sample. Some individuals did not take this standardized test. These in-
 dividuals were slightly more likely to be black (18% compared to the final sample of 12%), but
 were equally likely to be female. Individuals in this group were much more likely not to have
 responded to the other survey questions.

 36This variable is taken from the high schools themselves and is on a percentage basis where a
 1 indicates the student was at the top of the class.

 37About one-third of the sample did not report a family income. Based on their behavior, these
 individuals look like they come from high income families and are coded as such.

 "3Note that the percentage of females is much higher for blacks in the full sample than for
 whites. This is true in the survey itself and is not a result of the selection rules used to obtain the
 sample.
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 lege, with higher values for those who applied than in the population at large.
 It is interesting to note that blacks were more likely to live in states where the
 college premium was high.

 Motivated by the work in Arcidiacono (2004), majors are aggregated into
 four groups: engineering, physical sciences, and biological sciences in group 1,
 business and economics in group 2, social sciences, humanities, and other in
 group 3, and education in group 4. The maximum number of choices available
 at the college decision stage is then thirteen: four majors for each of three
 schools and a work option. Differences in major choice exist across the races,
 with blacks being substantially less likely to choose natural science majors.

 The final row gives the number of observations in each category. Note that
 the number of blacks is quite small, with only 173 attending college. This limits
 what race effects can be identified in the model. At the earnings stage, I allow
 earnings by blacks to differ from those of whites and allow this difference to
 vary based on whether the individual attended college. At the college stage,
 I allow blacks to have a preference for attending (or not attending) college. In
 both the earnings and college choice stages, the limited observations make it
 impossible to estimate major-specific wage premiums or preferences for par-
 ticular majors that differ by race. At both the admissions and the financial aid
 stage, race is taken into account in the intercept term, in an interaction with
 college quality, and in an interaction with low income. The interaction with col-
 lege quality is implemented because past research (see Bowen and Bok (1998),
 Brewer, Eide, and Goldhaber (1999), and Kane (1998)) has found that racial
 preferences are only present at top-tier colleges. The black effect on admis-
 sions and aid is also constrained to be positive. Hence, blacks may face the
 white rules up to a particular college quality level and receive advantages after
 that point. This issue is discussed in more detail in the results section.

 4. IDENTIFICATION

 As discussed in the model section, whereas the schooling decisions are
 choices, it is important to control for selection at all stages of the model. All
 characteristics of the individuals themselves are taken as exogenous, including
 such things as test scores and parental income. With no correlations across the
 various stages of the model, selection into schools and majors is only controlled
 for by these exogenous characteristics. With the mixture distribution, however,
 errors are allowed to be correlated across the various stages, accounting for
 selection into schools and majors on unobservables. That is, each individual is
 of a particular type, where type is unobserved and integrated out of the likeli-
 hood function. With the data described in the previous section, I now discuss
 what features of the data are used to identify types. As is standard in the dy-
 namic discrete choice literature, selection is controlled for via a mixture over
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 unobserved types. In particular, the types are identified by the dynamics of the
 model and exclusion restrictions.39

 The dynamics of the model help to identify types through realizations of
 the admittance and financial aid decisions as well as through educational de-
 cisions. For example, someone who has a strong preference to attend college
 but is weak on unobservable ability may apply to many schools, be rejected by
 many schools, and have low earnings. Similarly, a person with high unobserved
 ability may apply to one school and get an outstanding financial aid package.
 These realizations on financial aid and admissions do not directly enter into
 the log wage regression, yet those who receive higher than expected (by the
 econometrician) realizations on these two variables may have higher unob-
 served ability. Similarly, not being admitted to a particular school does not
 enter the college and major choice decision. Consider two individuals who are
 identical in their observable characteristics and apply to the same school. Sup-
 pose one of these individuals also applies to a different school but is rejected.
 Without unobserved heterogeneity, these two individuals would be predicted
 to make the same decisions on the choice of college and major. However, with
 unobserved heterogeneity we learn something about both the preferences of
 each individual for attending college and their unobserved ability through the
 rejection. It is this kind of variation that helps to identify the unobserved types.

 Exclusion restrictions from the characteristics of the individuals them-

 selves also are used to identify the unobserved types. Namely, family income,
 discretized into high and low, appears in the admissions and financial aid de-
 cisions, and also as an interaction with net cost in the college and major de-
 cisions, but does not appear in the log wage regression. Parental income is
 directly related to the probability of financial aid and may make paying for
 college less attractive due to liquidity constraints. Parental income, however,
 may also be related to an individual's unobserved ability. This correlation then
 helps to identify type. I also make assumptions on the role of math and ver-
 bal college quality and math and verbal ability. Arcidiacono (2004) found that
 math ability and college quality were much more important than their verbal
 counterparts in major selection and future earnings. I assume that the effects
 of ability and college quality operate only through the math channel for major
 selection and future earnings. However, for admissions and aid, the total SAT
 score is used. Hence, SAT verbal scores will dictate whether some individuals
 go to college and others do not due to the opportunity to get into better col-
 leges and receive better aid packages. At the margin, high unobserved ability
 and high verbal ability may serve as substitutes. Finally, the premium college
 graduates receive in particular states is assumed to affect earnings, but affects
 the choice of college and major only through earnings. In states where the col-
 lege premium is higher, those with lower unobserved ability may be induced

 39Functional form invariably helps to identify types as well, although we would like to identify
 the types by more than functional form.
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 to choose a college option. These individuals know they will have to worker
 harder in college than their high unobserved ability counterparts, but are will-
 ing to do so for the higher wages.

 5. RESULTS

 In this section, I present the estimation results. I begin with the school
 side-admissions and financial aid-before proceeding with the student side.
 Throughout, two models are presented. One does not place any controls for
 unobserved heterogeneity; there is only one type of person. This model has
 correlations in the errors within the application, and college and major choice
 stages, but has no correlation across the stages of the model. The other al-
 lows for two types, where one's type affects all aspects of the problem from
 the application decision to expected earnings through a dummy term.40 These
 types work as random effects and link all stages of the model. The population
 probability of being a particular type is allowed to vary with income level.41

 5.1. Admissions

 Table II presents estimates of the admissions logit with and without controls
 for unobserved heterogeneity. Comparing the two models shows that, while
 type 2's have a higher probability of being admitted,42 the coefficient estimates
 of the rest of the parameters are similar across the two specifications. Increas-
 ing one's own SAT score as well as one's high school class rank both increase
 the probability of being accepted. However, increasing both one's own SAT
 score and the average SAT score of the school where the individual is applying
 by the same amount results in decreasing the probability of being accepted.
 College admissions are not particularly competitive until high levels of college
 quality are reached.43 Neither the individual's gender nor whether the school
 was private had a significant effect on the probability of being admitted.

 Recall that the black effect is constrained to be positive. While a more flexi-
 ble functional form would perhaps yield this result on its own, the small num-

 40Models with more types were also estimated. The standard errors on these models blew
 up and yielded nonsensical results. The reason for the difficulty is because we observe only one
 college and major decision. Identifying additional preference parameters for that particular stage
 requires additional structure. A three-type model, where the effect of type in the college and
 major choice stage was constrained to be proportional to the effect of type on earnings, yielded
 similar results to the two-type model.

 41Keane and Wolpin (1997, 2000, 2001) also allow the population type probabilities to depend
 on income level through a logit specification. In this paper, income level affects the population
 type probabilities by allowing the means to differ across high and low income individuals.

 42A white male with a 1,200 SAT score, at the 90th percentile for high school class rank, and
 applying to a college with a 1,200 average SAT score would be admitted 87% of the time if he was
 type 1, but 91% of the time if type 2.

 43Venti and Wise (1982), Bowen and Bok (1998), and Kane (1998) found similar results.
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 TABLE II

 LOGIT ADMISSION PROBABILITIESa

 One Type Two Type

 Coefficient Standard Error Coefficient Standard Error

 Female -0.0925 0.0847 -0.1048 0.0849
 Black -4.2959 1.2933 -4.1743 3.0992

 SAT (000's) 2.6531 0.2484 2.6930 0.2479
 HS class rank 1.5728 0.2166 1.4943 0.2163
 Do not know rank 0.8740 0.1749 0.8164 0.1745
 Low income -0.0134 0.0908 0.0178 0.0919
 Black x Low income 0.2782 0.5265 0.2700 0.5579

 School quality (000's) -8.2513 0.2398 -8.3171 0.2478
 Black x School quality 3.8633 1.0452 3.7505 2.5449
 Private 0.0579 0.0910 0.0507 0.0910

 Type 1 7.3661 0.2104 7.2475 0.2154
 Type 2 7.6856 0.2281

 aln this stage, 5,269 observations are used from 3,670 individuals.

 ber of black applicants in the data prohibits a less restrictive functional form.
 Hence, if particular levels of school quality would imply a negative effect of
 being black, the white admissions rule is used. The black variable and the cor-
 responding interactions with low income and school quality show large differ-
 ences from the coefficients for whites. Low income black students are given a
 small advantage over other black students. The overall effect of being black
 on the probability of admission depends on the quality of the school. The esti-
 mates for both models show advantages for high (low) income blacks beginning
 at college quality levels above 1,100 (1,040).44
 Figure 1 displays the admissions probabilities as a function of college quality
 for five representative agents: two white high income males, with SAT scores
 of 800 and 1,200, respectively, two high income black males, again with SAT
 scores of 800 and 1,200, respectively, and one low income black male with an
 SAT score of 800. From the graph, it is clear that the advantages blacks have
 in admissions occur only at very high levels of college quality. Furthermore,
 these advantages have little to do with the income level of the black student:
 an increase in SAT score of 400 points yields a much higher increase in the
 probability of admission than being low income.

 44Note that for the black variables, although not affecting the magnitudes of the coefficients,
 adding controls for unobserved heterogeneity substantially increased the standard errors for
 these variables. While the individual variables are no longer significant, the black variables as
 a whole are jointly significant. Even with these large standard errors, the standard errors on the
 policy simulations are small.
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 FIGURE 1.-Admissions as a function of race, school quality, and ability. High school class
 rank is held at the 75th percentile. The graph is for estimates without controls for unobserved
 heterogeneity.

 5.2. FinancialAid

 Table III gives estimates of the financial aid tobit. Similar to the admissions
 results, while type 2's receive more aid, adding controls for unobserved hetero-
 geneity did not significantly affect the other parameter estimates. Those who
 have high SAT math scores and class ranks have higher probabilities of receiv-
 ing good aid packages. College quality reverses here as high quality colleges
 appear to be more generous in offering to pay for a percentage of the total
 costs. Private schools also offer larger financial aid packages. As expected, low
 income students receive better packages than those who are not low income.
 Gender was again insignificant.

 In addition to admissions, black students also face different financial aid
 rules. The black coefficient is positive and significant. However, the interac-
 tion between black and low income is negative. The interaction of black and
 college quality is positive but insignificant.

 To get a sense of the magnitude of the black advantage in financial aid, I cal-
 culate the probability of receiving aid for a male with an 800 SAT score and
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 TABLE III

 TOBIT ESTIMATES OF THE SHARE OF COSTS PAID BY THE SCHOOLa

 One Type Two Type

 Coefficient Standard Error Coefficient Standard Error

 Female 0.0115 0.0140 0.0073 0.0142
 Black 0.3218 0.0876 0.3063 0.0920

 SAT (000's) 0.3236 0.0428 0.3365 0.0437
 HS class rank 0.4066 0.0377 0.3869 0.0384

 Do not know rank 0.2950 0.0326 0.2794 0.0331
 Low income 0.3491 0.0158 0.3566 0.0162
 Black x Low income -0.2413 0.0372 -0.2441 0.0374

 School quality (000's) 0.3737 0.1060 0.3459 0.1131
 Black x School quality 0.1046 0.1682 0.1235 0.1777
 Private 0.1789 0.0169 0.1766 0.0171

 Type 1 -1.4676 0.0604 -1.4915 0.0634
 Type 2 -1.3856 0.0632
 Variance 0.5150 0.0103 0.5128 0.0104

 aln this stage, 4,710 observations are used from 3,459 individuals.

 a 0.8 high school class rank, who applies to a public school with school quality
 equal to 800 for the model without controls for unobserved heterogeneity.45
 The probability of receiving aid given the preceding characteristics is 47.2%
 for a low income black student, 42.9% for a high income black student, and
 40.7% for a low income white student. Conditional on receiving some aid, but
 not full aid, a school with an 800 average SAT score pays an additional 16.4%
 and 5.6% of the total bill for low income and high income black students than
 a similar low income white student.

 5.3. Earnings

 Estimates of the earnings parameters are given in Table IV. The 1986 earn-
 ings are used as the base year; the coefficients on the year dummies and the
 year dummies interacted with sex are omitted. Log mean state earnings condi-
 tional on education,46 which is our one variable that affects schooling choices
 only through earnings, is positive and significant in both specifications. Math
 ability is positive for all majors and for those who do not attend college regard-
 less of controls for unobserved heterogeneity.

 The constraint that math college quality has a positive effect on earnings
 binds solely for education regardless of whether controls for unobserved het-

 45Similar results hold when the controls for heterogeneity are implemented.
 46Recall that this variable is calculated from the March Current Population Survey and is con-

 ditional on whether an individual attended college for more than two years.
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 TABLE IV

 LOG EARNINGS ESTIMATES a

 One Type Two Type

 Coefficient Standard Error Coefficient Standard Error

 Log state earnings 0.4313 0.0077 0.3015 0.0171
 Black -0.0588 0.0026 -0.0644 0.0058

 Black x College 0.0852 0.0081 0.1458 0.0176

 SAT math interactions (000's)
 Natural science 0.5414 0.0427 0.5066 0.0994
 Business 0.6656 0.0535 0.6606 0.1255

 Soc/Hum 0.2570 0.0298 0.2794 0.0609
 Education 0.2942 0.0591 0.3608 0.1315

 No college 0.3361 0.0086 0.3808 0.0188
 Math school quality interactions (000's)
 Natural science 0.5848 0.0723 0.1022 0.1600
 Business 0.2153 0.0836 0.1672 0.2028
 Soc/Hum 0.4271 0.0577 0.2907 0.1283
 Education 0.0000 - 0.0000

 Female interactions
 Natural science -0.2873 0.0150 -0.2787 0.0277
 Business -0.2057 0.0155 -0.1851 0.0281

 Soc/Hum -0.2255 0.0126 -0.2331 0.0190
 Education -0.2147 0.0184 -0.1954 0.0343

 No college -0.3575 0.0077 -0.3382 0.0108
 Constant

 Natural science 5.2667 0.0781 6.4005 0.1720
 Business 5.3943 0.0802 6.3625 0.1785

 Soc/Hum 5.3838 0.0745 6.3234 0.1644
 Education 5.5092 0.0749 6.3452 0.1662

 No college 5.5670 0.0673 6.4834 0.1487
 Type 2 interactions
 Natural science 0.5362 0.0157
 Business 0.4557 0.0159
 Soc/Hum 0.4694 0.0106
 Education 0.3885 0.0214

 No college 0.4564 0.0029
 Variance 0.1421 0.0917

 a Year effects and sex x year effects are also included. All year and sex x year effects are interacted with college.
 The base year is 1986. In this stage, 31,616 observations are used from 7,859 individuals.

 erogeneity are implemented. Controlling for unobserved heterogeneity sub-
 stantially reduces the return to math college quality for all majors.
 The black coefficient is negative and significant: conditional on the controls,
 blacks without a college degree earn less than whites without a college degree.
 This is not true for blacks who obtain a college degree because the coefficient
 on black interacted with college is positive and larger than the black intercept.
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 Affirmative action in the workplace may account for the result. With employers
 valuing diversity and the number of blacks graduating from college being small,
 this leads to higher earnings for blacks conditional on having a degree. It also
 suggests that blacks may be liquidity constrained and therefore unable to take
 advantage of the higher premiums from attending college.
 The coefficient on black interacted with college almost doubles when con-

 trols for unobserved heterogeneity are implemented. All else equal, college-
 educated blacks earn over 7% more than their white counterparts. Affirmative
 action in college may contribute to the coefficient increasing once we account
 for selection. By introducing advantages for blacks in the admissions and aid
 processes, schools may attract black students whose academic backgrounds,
 both observed and unobserved, are weaker at the margin.
 In addition to advantages in admissions and aid, type 2's have higher earn-

 ings in all majors as well as in the no-college sector. This is true particularly
 for natural science majors. The two-type model improves the fit of the earn-
 ings model substantially, reducing the variance on the residual component of
 earnings by a third.
 With the returns to abilities and type varying across majors, heterogeneous

 treatment effects exist. Table V calculates the earnings premiums for males by
 race and major. To see the difference in treatment effects, these premiums are

 TABLE V

 MALE EARNINGS PREMIUMS BY RACE AND MAJORa

 One Type Two Typeb

 Natural Soc Sci/ Natural Soc Sci/

 Science Business Humanities Education Science Business Humanities Education

 Whites

 Did not apply 21.8% 19.6% 13.1% 4.0% 14.0% 16.6% 4.2% -9.5%
 (1.1%) (1.2%) (1.0%) (1.7%) (2.4%) (1.4%) (1.4%) (3.3%)

 Apply, did not 23.4% 22.0% 12.7% 3.8% 14.4% 18.6% 3.5% -9.1%
 attend (1.0%) (1.2%) (1.0%) (1.7%) (1.6%) (1.2%) (1.3%) (2.9%)

 Attend college 24.8% 24.3% 12.3% 3.6% 17.0% 20.5% 3.2% -10.6%
 (1.0%) (1.2%) (0.9%) (1.9%) (1.6%) (1.2%) (1.3%) (2.9%)

 Blacks

 Did not apply 25.9% 24.9% 20.9% 14.1% 26.9% 28.3% 18.7% 6.6%
 (1.4%) (1.6%) (1.4%) (1.9%) (3.3%) (2.1%) (1.9%) (3.8%)

 Apply, did not 26.9% 26.3% 20.8% 14.1% 27.1% 29.6% 18.3% 7.1%
 attend (1.3%) (1.5%) (1.4%) (1.9%) (3.1%) (2.0%) (1.9%) (3.7%)

 Attend college 27.5% 27.4% 20.5% 14.0% 29.1% 30.4% 18.2% 5.7%
 (1.3%) (1.4%) (1.3%) (1.9%) (2.7%) (1.9%) (1.8%) (3.6%)

 apremiums are relative to no college and are calculated 14 years after high school graduation using the average
 characteristics by race conditional on not applying, applying but not attending, and attending. Calculations are made
 using the race-specific mean of college quality for those who attended.

 bFor the two-type model, the average probability of being a particular type conditional on the cell (e.g., white male,
 did not apply) is used.
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 calculated using the average characteristics by race for three groups: those who
 did not apply to college, those who applied but did not attend, and those who
 attended college.

 Regardless of the groupings, premiums are always highest for natural sci-
 ence and business, and lowest for education. The differences in premiums for
 the three groups are small for both blacks and whites. Adding unobserved het-
 erogeneity leads to lower premiums in all majors for whites, with the drops
 particularly large in the social sciences and in education. The decrease in the
 premiums for blacks is not as large, again suggesting that, perhaps due to af-
 firmative action, college works as a better sorting device for whites than for
 blacks. Since premiums still differ dramatically across majors, other factors,
 such as compensating differentials or the effort required in the major, must be
 leading individuals to choose majors with lower premiums.

 To compare these premiums to those found in the literature, we can multi-
 ply the major-specific premia by the probabilities of choosing particular fields
 to obtain an average college premium. For white males, the average college
 premium for those who attended college is around 10% in the two-type model.
 This number is substantially smaller than those found in the previous literature.
 One of the reasons for the lower premiums is how returns to experience are
 reported. Typically estimates of this type are presented with experience held
 constant. However, the premiums calculated here are at a particular point in
 time: 14 years after graduation. Hence, there is a trade-off between the college
 premium and the lost years of experience.

 Even accounting for this experience effect, assuming individuals work 2,000
 hours a year in all years after completing their education, the corresponding
 college premium from Keane and Wolpin (2001), for example, is 15.5%-still
 much larger than the estimates reported here. The difference between the two
 estimates can be explained by the rough cut used here on years of schooling
 that was made necessary because of the detailed modeling of the college ap-
 plication and the choice of college processes. Here, I take whether an individ-
 ual is enrolled in a four-year college three years after graduating from high
 school. For those who chose a college option, the average years of postsec-
 ondary schooling is four because those who drop out cancel out with those who
 obtain an advanced degree.47 However, those who chose the no-college option
 may have dropped out of a four-year college or enrolled in a community col-
 lege. The average years of schooling for whites who chose the no-college option
 was 1.3 years of schooling and correspondingly 12.7 years of work experience.
 Hence, the estimated premium here is actually for an additional 2.7 years of
 schooling. The corresponding premium calculated from Keane and Wolpin is
 virtually identical to the estimate reported here.

 47The average years of schooling was remarkably similar across fields as well. The highest
 average years of schooling was in the natural sciences at 4.10 and the lowest was in education
 at 3.84.
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 5.4. College and Major Choice

 I now use the estimates of the earnings regression in the calculation of the
 parameters of the utility for attending a particular college in a particular major.
 These estimates are reported in Table VI.
 The first set of rows shows the coefficients that are common across majors.

 Both with and without unobserved heterogeneity, the monetary cost of attend-
 ing college is significantly negative and more negative for those who come from

 TABLE VI

 UTILITY ESTIMATESa

 One Type Two Type

 Coefficient Standard Error Coefficient Standard Error

 Black x College 0.2457 0.0625 -0.2034 0.0613
 Net cost -1.5127 0.1735 -1.4399 0.1742

 Coefficients, common across majors
 Low income x Net cost -1.5561 0.2352 -1.4434 0.2301
 Private school 0.2701 0.0253 0.2473 0.0253
 School in State 0.0976 0.0215 0.1016 0.0219

 (SAT math quality)2 -8.9823 1.1471 -8.9094 1.1285
 Expected log earnings 2.3429 0.4790 4.4129 0.7018

 SAT math interactions (000's)
 Natural science 7.6766 0.6984 7.7854 0.6893
 Business 3.0954 0.4935 2.6853 0.5009

 Soc/Hum 3.4154 0.3322 3.7370 0.3390
 Education 1.6333 0.5042 1.6775 0.5072

 Math school quality interactions (000's)
 Natural science 5.1813 0.6758 5.8723 0.6856
 Business 2.6140 0.7815 2.2538 0.7852

 Soc/Hum 3.9808 0.5026 3.4662 0.5016
 Education 0.9296 0.7504 0.4926 0.7400

 Type 1 interactions
 Natural science -8.6664 0.6086 -9.9144 0.6380
 Business -4.5538 0.4438 -5.3511 0.4937

 Soc/Hum -4.9208 0.3113 -6.2336 0.3606
 Education -3.1011 0.3632 -4.5652 0.4520

 Type 2 interactions
 Natural science -9.0711 0.6012
 Business -4.8048 0.4474

 Soc/Hum -5.3187 0.3140
 Education -3.6386 0.3750

 Nesting parameters
 Pct (school) 0.5040 0.1280 0.5105 0.1293
 Pc2 (major) 0.6676 0.0837 0.6274 0.0856

 aAlso includes sex indicator variables interacted with major choice. In this stage, 3,670 observations are used.
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 low income families. Private schools and schools in the same state both make

 choosing a schooling option more attractive, all else equal.
 Important to the specification is allowing for the relative math ability

 squared to affect the decision as to which college to attend and whether to at-
 tend college at all. The negative coefficient on this variable implies that, even
 if the very best schools were free and allowed everyone to attend, some stu-
 dents would find it optimal to attend schools that were better suited to their
 own abilities.48

 Unobserved heterogeneity does, however, substantially affect both the black
 coefficient and the coefficient on the log of expected present value of lifetime
 earnings. Without controls for unobserved heterogeneity, blacks have a prefer-
 ence for attending college. However, with controls for unobserved heterogene-
 ity, the sign reverses: blacks actually prefer not to attend college, all else equal.
 This is driven by blacks having higher monetary returns for attending college
 when controls for unobserved heterogeneity are included. These increased re-
 turns are also magnified by the increase in the effect of future earnings on the
 probability of choosing a particular schooling combination. This coefficient al-
 most doubles in the model with unobserved heterogeneity. Blacks are more
 likely to choose college conditional on their characteristics, but do so because
 of the high college premium, not due to preferences.

 The next two sets of rows show how the individual's SAT math score and the

 average SAT math score of the school affect the choice of school and major.
 Higher SAT math scores make college in general and the natural sciences, in
 particular, attractive. The same pattern is also observed for the effect of the
 average SAT math score for the school.

 Differences in preferences for particular school-major combinations also ex-
 ist across types. In addition to enjoying a comparative advantage in earnings
 from going to college, type 2's also have a preference for college relative to
 type l's. This preference differential is similar across fields, with the exception
 of business, where the effect is half that of the other majors.

 The last two rows show the estimates of the nesting parameters. Both es-
 timates of the nesting parameters are significantly less than 1 whether or not
 controls for unobserved heterogeneity are implemented, suggesting that un-
 observable preferences have a component that is correlated across school and
 another component that is correlated across major.

 Recall that the treatment effect of attending college on earnings depended
 on the choice of major, with higher premiums occuring in the natural science
 and business. Crucial to evaluating the treatment effect of attending college for
 those who did not attend is knowing what majors these individuals would have
 chosen. The probability of a particular individual choosing major k conditional

 48See Arcidiacono (2004) for a similar result.
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 on attending college is given by

 9=2 P(Jr)(-a2#Jr-1P(JlJr)\z#J_, jl (16) P(klattend) =

 =21 P(Jr) (Za=1 P(Ja IJr) ( j=l k= P(j, klJa)))
 The denominator gives the probability of attending college. To make this calcu-
 lation, it is necessary to calculate the probabilities of applying to each applica-
 tion set,49 P(Jr), the probabilities of each acceptance set given the application
 set, P(Ja IJ), and the probabilities of each possible schooling bundle (a school j
 and a major k) conditional on the acceptance set, P(j, klJa). The numerator
 is identical except that we now do not sum over all the majors, but rather look
 only at the probability of choosing a particular major. Averaging over the indi-
 viduals in a particular group, for example, white males who chose not to attend
 college, gives the average probability of a group member choosing a partic-
 ular major conditional on attending college. These average probabilities are
 reported for different groups in Table VII.S

 The first set of rows shows the probabilities of choosing each of the majors
 conditional on attending college for whites. Those who did not apply to col-
 lege would be most likely to choose a major with a lower premium had they
 attended, while those who attended were also most likely to choose one of
 the more lucrative majors conditional on attending. Regardless of controls for
 unobserved heterogeneity, moving down the rows shows decreases in the prob-
 abilities of choosing majors exclusive of the natural sciences and correspond-
 ingly large increases in choosing one of the natural sciences.

 Although blacks are predicted to be much less likely to choose a natural sci-
 ence major, the trends are similar to those of whites. Moving down the rows
 again shows increases in the expected probabilities of choosing majors in nat-
 ural science and decreases in the probabilities of choosing majors in business.
 Similar decreases are found for social science majors and education majors
 when there are no controls for unobserved heterogeneity. However, once un-
 observed heterogeneity is added, no clear patterns emerge for these two ma-
 jors.

 5.5. Applications

 Using estimates from all the previous stages, I now estimate the parameters
 of the utility function for applying to college. Table VIII presents these esti-
 mates. The coefficient on the present value of future utility is both strongly

 49The 92 application sets result from calculating all of the possible combinations of up to three
 schools in a set given that there are eight schools to choose from. Recall also that if an individual
 applies to #J, colleges, then there are 2#Jr possible acceptance sets. However, one of these is the
 acceptance set that includes being rejected by all schools.

 "5Note that calculating these probabilities relies on estimates from the next section to form the
 probabilities of applying to various combinations of schools.
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 TABLE VII

 EXPECTED MAJOR CHOICES CONDITIONAL ON AITENDING COLLEGEa

 One Type Two Type

 Natural Soc Sci/ Natural Soc Sci/

 Science Business Humanities Education Science Business Humanities Education

 Whites

 Did not apply 14.2% 28.4% 44.3% 13.2% 14.2% 30.3% 43.3% 12.2%
 (1.1%) (1.9%) (2.2%) (1.6%) (0.8%) (2.2%) (2.5%) (2.1%)

 Applied, did not 26.8% 25.7% 38.7% 8.8% 26.8% 25.5% 38.8% 8.9%
 attend (1.1%) (1.1%) (1.6%) (1.1%) (1.2%) (1.3%) (1.5%) (1.2%)

 Attend college 31.2% 24.6% 36.6% 7.6% 31.2% 22.8% 37.6% 8.4%
 (1.2%) (1.0%) (1.5%) 1.0%) (1.5%) (1.3%) (1.5%) (1.0%)

 Blacks

 Did not apply 7.2% 28.4% 46.0% 18.5% 7.3% 31.5% 44.8% 16.4%
 (1.0%) (2.9%) (3.2%) (2.3%) (0.7%) (3.5%) (4.1%) (3.9%)

 Applied, did not 11.5% 28.1% 44.3% 16.1% 11.5% 29.1% 43.8% 15.6%
 attend (0.9%) (2.3%) (2.6%) (2.0%) (0.7%) (2.7%) (2.9%) (2.9%)

 Attend college 13.0% 28.1% 44.0% 15.0% 12.9% 25.9% 44.7% 16.5%
 (1.0%) (2.1%) (2.4%) (1.8%) (0.7%) (2.4%) (2.3%) (2.4%)

 aMales only. Estimates are calculated by simulating the probabilities of choosing particular educational paths
 divided by the probability of attending college. See the text for details.

 positive and significant. Since we believe that individual's discount rates are
 less than 1 and the coefficient is much greater than 1, this suggests that the

 TABLE VIII

 APPLICATION ESTIMATESa

 One Type Two Type

 Coefficient Standard Error Coefficient Standard Error

 PV of future utility 4.1636 0.2316 4.2749 0.2380

 Application > 1 -4.7757 0.1387 -4.3408 0.1275
 Application > 2 -3.1387 0.1827 -3.3736 0.2484
 Application = 3 -1.5650 0.2299 -1.9501 0.3133

 Low income x (Application > 1) 0.0574 0.0890 0.0232 0.0883
 Low income x (Application > 2) 0.0852 0.0800 0.0912 0.0851
 Low income x (Application = 3) -0.0956 0.1076 -0.1494 0.1258

 Type 2 x (Application > 1) -1.1783 0.1508
 ps (nesting parameter) 0.6671 0.0744 0.8283 0.1068
 Prob. type 1 Low income 0.6204 0.0099
 Prob. type 1 High income 0.5288 0.0101

 Log likelihood for full model -44,978 -37,722

 aIn this stage, 8,914 observations are used. Each individual has 92 application sets from which to choose.
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 variance of the unobservable preferences at the application stage is smaller
 than at the college and major choice stage. Increasing the number of applica-
 tions submitted is costly with a falling marginal cost, but these application costs
 are no higher for those who come from low income families.
 Adding unobserved heterogeneity shows that type 2's have higher applica-

 tion costs than their type 1 counterparts. Recall that type 2's had higher admis-
 sions probabilities, were more likely to obtain lucrative financial aid packages,
 and also had a comparative advantage in the college sectors. Individuals then
 apply to college either because their expected benefits are high (type 2's) or
 because the costs of applying are low (type 1's).51
 Also shown in Table VIII are the log likelihoods for the two models as well

 as the population probabilities of being a particular type conditional on high
 and low income. Those who come from high income families are more likely
 to be type 2. Adding the mixture distribution to control for unobserved hetero-
 geneity substantially increases the likelihood.

 6. MODEL FIT

 Given the parameter estimates, it is possible to see how the model matches
 the key features of the data from Table I. Table IX displays the actual data
 and the predictions of the model both for whites and blacks and with and with-
 out unobserved heterogeneity. Conditional on race, the predictions are calcu-
 lated for three groups: the full sample, those who applied to college, and those
 who chose a college option.52 Throughout, the general trends in the data are
 matched quite well: the model with unobserved heterogeneity matches partic-
 ularly well for blacks.

 "'Without unobserved heterogeneity in application costs, the model forces too much selec-
 tion into college, yielding college premia that are unrealistic and inconsistent with the previous
 literature. Furthermore, adding unobserved heterogeneity here substantially improves the log
 likelihood of the model.

 52Each of these involve calculating the probability of applying to each of the 92 possible school-
 ing combinations and often involve calculating the admittance, financial aid, and choice of college
 and major probabilities as well. For example, order the application sets such that the first eight
 involve applying to one school, options nine through twenty-eight involve applying to two schools,
 and options greater than twenty-eight involve applying to three schools. The average number of
 schools applied to by the full sample, the sample of those who applied to college, and the sample
 of those who attended college is given by

 E(applications= applied) P(Jrn)(1 + (r > 8)(r > 8) + (r> 28) ) N

 S 921Pp(Jr2)(1 + (r > 8) + (r > 28)), E(applications applied)= N 92N1

 Ea e) 1 i=t1P(Jrn)(1 + (r > 8) + (r > 28))P*(r, n) E(applicationslattended)=(
 C.Z 92 P(Jrn)P*(r, n)
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 AFFIRMATIVE ACTION IN HIGHER EDUCATION 1511

 TABLE IX

 COMPARING MODEL PREDICTIONS OF INDIVIDUAL CHOICES WITH THE DATAa

 Whites Blacks
 Group

 Variable Actual One Type Two Type Actual One Type Two Type

 Full sample
 Prob. of applying 0.4115 0.4194 0.4222 0.4133 0.3532 0.3597
 Prob. of attending 0.2114 0.2085 0.2124 0.1667 0.1536 0.1611
 Number of applications 0.5924 0.6039 0.6112 0.5809 0.4912 0.5076

 Applied to college
 Prob. of attending 0.5137 0.4972 0.5032 0.4033 0.4350 0.4480
 Number of applications 1.4397 1.4401 1.4478 1.4006 1.3908 1.4112
 Low income 0.3508 0.3593 0.3584 0.6737 0.6551 0.6540
 Female 0.4736 0.5045 0.5016 0.6107 0.6366 0.6371
 SAT math 500.3 496.1 496.4 360.9 367.3 367.0

 Attended college
 Number of applications 1.5772 1.6631 1.5653 1.5491 1.5231 1.5512
 Low income 0.3169 0.3107 0.3058 0.6416 0.6643 0.6068
 Female 0.4757 0.5001 0.4974 0.6358 0.6643 0.6763
 SAT math 529.8 527.7 528.4 378.9 393.1 391.8

 Math school quality 538.2 524.2 523.8 466.5 501.3 489.4

 aSee text for details of the calculations.

 The first set of rows shows how the model matches the application and atten-
 dance decisions of the full sample. For whites, both models match the trends in
 the data. For blacks, both models underpredict the probability of applying and
 the number of applications, although the model with unobserved heterogeneity
 is closer to the actual data.

 The second set of rows is for those individuals who applied to college, where
 the models' predictions are not for the subsample who actually applied to col-
 lege, but for those who the models predict will apply to college. As with the
 full sample, the predicted probabilities of attending and the number of appli-
 cations for whites is very similar to what is observed in the data. Both models
 overpredict the number of females who choose to apply, although both also

 where

 2#Jrn-1 #Jan

 P*(r, n) = P(Jan Jrn) P(jilJan) ,
 a=1 1I

 Jr, refers to the application set for the nth individual, Jan is the subset of Jr,, where the individual
 was accepted, and j indexes a school in the set Jan. The first part of the numerator in each of these
 fractions gives the probability of applying to each of the 92 applications sets. The denominator
 in the second equation is the probability of applying at all. The extra term in both the numerator
 and the denominator in the third equation takes into account that the person must choose an
 option that involves attending college to be counted.
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 1512 PETER ARCIDIACONO

 closely match the mean black and white SAT math scores for those who ap-
 plied. For blacks, the probability of attending conditional on applying is too
 high. This must be the case, because the model with unobserved heterogene-
 ity underpredicted the probability of applying and the number of applications
 submitted, yet matched the mean probability of attending for the full sample.
 The final set of rows compares the data on those who attended college with

 those who were predicted to attend. Both models underpredict school quality
 for whites and overpredict for blacks. This overprediction for blacks is stronger
 for the model without unobserved heterogeneity. That the school qualities are
 overpredicted for blacks means that we may be overstating the losses due to
 removing affirmative action policies because advantages are much greater for
 blacks at higher quality schools.
 Table X examines how well the two models predict the admissions and finan-

 cial aid decisions of the schools. For admissions, I examine the overall admit
 rate by race as well as looking at those individuals with SAT scores above the
 mean. For financial aid, Table X focuses on the share of total cost paid by
 the school conditional on being admitted, with separate results by race and by
 whether the individual came from a low income family.53 The two models yield
 very similar predictions for financial aid and admissions, and generally match

 TABLE X

 COMPARING MODEL PREDICTIONS OF ADMISSIONS AND FINANCIAL AID WITH THE DATAa

 Data One Type Two Type

 Whites

 Prob. of admit 0.8978 0.8955 0.8961
 Prob. of admit I SAT > mean 0.9110 0.9177 0.9199
 Share of costsb 0.1036 0.1063 0.1078
 Share of costs I Low income 0.1653 0.1830 0.1850

 Blacks

 Prob. of admit 0.8640 0.8612 0.8622
 Prob. of admit SAT > mean 0.8830 0.9045 0.9085
 Share of costs 0.1906 0.1977 0.2007
 Share of costs I Low income 0.1948 0.2128 0.2156

 a See text for details on the calculations.

 bShare of costs covered is given by scholarships/total cost.

 53The probability of being admitted and the share of costs of paid are calculated using:

 P(admitlapplied) = N 1 92 1 P(Jrn)P*(a, r, n)
 Zn=l r= 1 P(Jrn)(1 + (#J,, > 1) + (#Jrn > 2))

 E(cost share accepted) = L 92
 E=l Lr=l P(Jrn)P*(a, r, n)
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 AFFIRMATIVE ACTION IN HIGHER EDUCATION 1513

 the trends in the data. For both blacks and whites, however, financial aid is
 overestimated, most likely as a result of overestimating college quality.

 Recall that significantly lower premiums were found for attending college
 once controls for unobserved heterogeneity were implemented. In particular,
 returns to education were estimated to be significantly negative. Table XI com-
 pares earnings data with data predicted by each of the models for males. The
 predictions again are based on forecasting each stage of the model and associ-
 ating particular earnings streams with the various educational paths.54

 TABLE XI

 COMPARING MODEL PREDICTIONS OF EARNINGS WITH THE DATAa

 Earings Data One Type Two Type

 1986

 Natural sciences $57,552 $61,028 $60,495
 Business $56,409 $57,387 $56,564
 Soc sci/Humanities $51,879 $51,077 $50,840
 Education $37,118 $46,612 $44,514
 No college $42,009 $43,358 $42,345

 1979

 Natural sciences $39,317 $41,839 $41,532
 Business $36,309 $39,343 $38,883
 Soc sci/Humanities $33,238 $35,017 $34,904
 Education $29,356 $31,956 $30,560
 No college $34,370 $36,452 $35,790

 a See text for details of the calculations. Earnings are annual and in 1999 dollars.

 where

 ( 2#Jrn -s1

 P*(a, r, n)= P(JanlJrn)(1+ (#Jan > 1) + (#Jan > 2)) .
 a=1

 For the acceptance probabilities, I take the total number of acceptances in the population divided
 by the total number of applications submitted. For the share of costs paid conditional on being
 accepted, I sum the shares in the population and divide by the total number of acceptances. The
 -1 in the summations takes the sum only over acceptance sets where the individual was accepted
 to at least one school.

 54Let Wjkt be the expected earnings in year t conditional on choosing school j and major k,
 where the expectation is with respect to the transitory earnings shocks. The predicted earnings
 for major k are calculated using

 nl lr=l En P(J== rn) (eta=1 P(JanlJrn)(E " P(j, k Jan)Wjkt))
 = 2 1P(Jrn)(E -1P(JanIJrn)(- "IP(j, k|Jan))).

 Here, the sums in the numerator are taken over the probabilities of applying and attending all
 the various schools and choosing major k multiplied by the associated expected earnings with that
 particular school in major k. Dividing through by the probability of choosing major k gives the
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 The first set of rows shows the data and predictions for 1986 earnings, while
 the second set shows data and predictions for 1979. The data show that even
 ten years after college, education majors lag significantly behind their noncol-
 lege counterparts. Coupled with positive selection into college, it is not surpris-
 ing that the estimated premia for choosing an education major is negative for
 males. Even social science/humanities majors have lower earnings than those
 who do not attend college three years into their labor market years, although
 they rapidly catch up and pass those who do not choose a college option. Both
 models perform well in predicting the overall trends in 1979 and in 1986. The
 one exception is that both models overpredict earnings for male education ma-
 jors, although this effect is somewhat mitigated once controls for unobserved
 heterogeneity are implemented.

 7. POLICY SIMULATIONS

 With the model predicting the trends in the data reasonably well, I now pro-
 ceed with the policy simulations. In particular, I use the estimates of the earn-
 ings process, financial aid and admission rules, and the parameters of the utility
 function to simulate how changes in the financial aid and admission rules af-
 fect college decision-making and, in turn, future earnings. I primarily focus on
 earnings ten years after college, although the Appendix provides estimates of
 the effects of affirmative action on the present value of both lifetime earnings
 and utility. I perform three policy simulations all related to the removal of affir-
 mative action: giving blacks the same financial aid rules as whites, giving blacks
 the same admissions rules as whites, and giving blacks both the same admis-
 sions rules and the same financial aid rules. All policy simulations are under
 a partial equilibrium setting. Hence, they should be interpreted as what would
 happen if we changed the rules for a random person as opposed to changing
 the rules for the population or a large portion of the population.55 However,
 as we will see shortly, affirmative action affects such a small percentage of the
 population that any general equilibrium effects are expected to be very small.

 Sampling from the GEV distributions associated with the errors in the appli-
 cation, and college and major choices is not computationally feasible.56 How-
 ever, the advantages of the GEV distribution are the closed form expressions

 result. For the case with unobserved heterogeneity, the calculation is then

 N 92 2#Jrn#J
 E(-Vk) n=l I,= P(In) r= P(Jrn)(~a= P(Jan,,r,,)(E=, P(j, klJan,,)Wjkt)) E(W,=k) = ]

 where P(In) is the conditional probability that the nth individual is type 1 and all other probabili-
 ties are now type specific.

 "5See Heckman, Lochner, and Taber (1998) for an analysis of the general equilibrium effects
 of a tuition subsidy program.

 56Cardell (1997) shows how to take advantage of the independence assumptions to draw from a
 nested logit specification. No similar results are available for the BST specification. Metropolis-
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 AFFIRMATIVE ACTION IN HIGHER EDUCATION 1515

 for the probabilities of choosing particular actions. The simulations are con-
 ducted by calculating the probabilities of choosing particular educational paths
 rather than sampling over the E's and then finding the optimal educational path
 for those specific e's.57 Calculating the probabilities will produce the same sim-
 ulation results as if one took an infinite number of draws for each individual on

 the e's. That is, what the probabilities give us is the fraction of individuals who
 would make particular educational choices. The disadvantage of this method is
 that it is not possible to calculate ex post utility losses; I cannot say how much
 worse off blacks who chose a college option under affirmative action would be
 if affirmative action was removed.

 Table XII gives the ex ante losses in expected earnings fourteen years af-
 ter high school graduation for black males from switching to the white admis-
 sions and/or financial aid rules at various quantiles. Ex ante expected earnings
 under a particular set of admissions and financial aid rules for a particular
 individual-and in the case of unobserved heterogeneity a particular individ-
 ual of a particular type-are given by

 r=1 a=1 j=1 k=1

 + (1- P(C))E(Wot),

 where the expectations on the right-hand side are taken over the transitory
 portion of earnings. The first part of the equation gives the probabilities of
 applying to particular sets of schools,58 P(Jr), the probabilities of the set of
 accepted schools conditional on the application set, P(Ja Jr), and the proba-
 bilities of choosing particular school and major combinations conditional on
 the acceptance set, P(j, klJa), times the associated expected earnings for each

 Hastings is also not computationally possible because the number of terms in the joint p.d.f.
 increases exponentially with the number of alternatives. To see this, consider the cumulative
 distribution function (c.d.f.) of a nested logit with N alternatives in the nest. The c.d.f. in this
 case is

 F(EO, ... e N) = exp exp + ( o .

 To find the p.d.f., we need to differentiate with respect to each of the arguments. The numbers of
 terms will be 2N. The situation is worse when the BST framework is used, because now alterna-
 tives can belong to multiple nests.
 57In the case of unobserved heterogeneity, I calculate the conditional probability of each in-

 dividual being a particular type. The simulations are then conducted assuming that these condi-
 tional probabilities give the type distribution for individuals with those particular characteristics.
 58Recall that an individual may apply to one of 92 sets of schools, where there is a maximum

 of three schools per set. Conditional on applying to the set J,, there are 2#Jr possible acceptance
 sets, one of which involves being rejected at all schools.
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 TABLE XII

 Ex ANTE EXPECTED EARNINGS LOSSES FOURTEEN YEARS AFTER HIGH SCHOOL FOR BLACK
 MALES FROM SWITCHING TO WHITE ADMISSION AND FINANCIAL AID RULESa

 Adjustment in No Adjustment in
 Application Decision Application Decision

 Admission Rules: Black White White Black White White

 Quantile Aid Rules: White Black White White Black White

 One type: 25th $23 $1 $28 $11 $1 $15
 (10) (20) (20) (5) (10) (10)

 50th $60 $9 $70 $24 $6 $29
 (26) (34) (35) (10) (16) (15)

 75th $126 $27 $146 $46 $16 $59
 (55) (60) (68) (20) (27) (27)

 90th $330 $86 $410 $101 $46 $145
 (140) (117) (143) (43) (53) (57)

 95th $507 $195 $606 $161 $107 $213
 (217) (183) (203) (72) (90) (89)

 99th $827 $506 $1,320 $281 $330 $610
 (362) (317) (393) (120) (184) (170)

 Two type: 25th $19 $1 $22 $9 $0 $12
 (10) (11) (15) (5) (6) (8)

 50th $44 $8 $52 $18 $5 $23
 (22) (20) (27) (9) (10) (13)

 75th $127 $21 $142 $40 $12 $48
 (53) (37) (57) (19) (17) (23)

 90th $324 $67 $360 $93 $31 $124
 (116) (70) (111) (41) (32) (42)

 95th $449 $155 $580 $133 $80 $199
 (146) (104) (130) (55) (53) (57)

 99th $747 $373 $1,157 $249 $276 $526
 (259) (231) (243) (100) (156) (137)

 aCalculations are made before making any college decisions and are relative to expected earnings given current
 affirmative action policies. Earnings are in 1999 dollars and are annual. Standard errors are given in parentheses.

 educational outcome, E(WjJk,). The last term gives the probability of choosing
 the no-college option times the expected earnings from doing so. Then P(C) is
 the probability of choosing college and is given by

 92 2#Jr-Ja K

 P(C) P(Jr) P(Jar) P(j, kJa)
 r=1 a=l \j=1 k=1

 Changing the admissions rules then affects the probability of applying to a
 particular set of schools, P(Jr), and the probabilities of particular acceptance
 sets conditional on the application decision, P(JaJr). Changing the financial
 aid rules also affects the probability of applying to a particular set of schools as
 well as affecting the probability of a school in a particular major, P(j, klJa).
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 The first set of rows does not control for unobserved heterogeneity, whereas
 the second set of rows does. To assess the effect the application decision
 has on the gains and losses associated with affirmative action, the first set of
 columns allows the individuals to change their application decisions based on
 the change in admissions or aid rules. The second set of columns, however,
 restricts the application decision to be the same as before the policy change.
 Adding the application decisions leads to losses that are roughly one and a half
 to three times as large as the losses when individuals cannot adjust their ap-
 plication decision. Hence, rather than applying to more high quality colleges
 when affirmative action is removed, and thereby undoing some of the negative
 effects of the policy change on earnings, the effect of the policy is reenforced
 by individuals who choose either to apply to lower quality colleges or not to
 apply at all. This occurs because individuals are not maximizing earnings, but
 rather utility where earnings is one component. In the Appendix I report losses
 in expected utility from policy changes and, after converting utils to earnings,
 find similarly small effects.

 Adding controls for unobserved heterogeneity generally reduced the ex-
 pected losses by around 10% with larger drops associated with switching to the
 white admissions rules at the higher quantiles. However, regardless of controls
 for selection or adjustments in the application decision, the expected losses in
 earnings are quite small. At the 90th percentile of losses, for example, remov-
 ing both affirmative action in financial aid and in admissions reduces yearly
 earnings ten years after college by $410 without unobserved heterogeneity and
 $360 with unobserved heterogeneity. To put these numbers in perspective, the
 gap between black male expected earnings for the 50th percentile versus the
 60th percentile is $1,320. It is only at the 99th percentile that significant earn-
 ings changes occur; the largest losses are at $1,157 without unobserved hetero-
 geneity and $1,163 with unobserved heterogeneity.

 Similar small effects of financial aid have been found by Keane and Wolpin
 (1997, 2000, 2001). Their studies found very little effect from tuition sub-
 sidy programs. These results are confirmed here using an entirely different
 methodology-allowing individuals to attend different types of schools and
 choosing different majors at the expense of modeling decisions far out into
 the life cycle. What is noticeable about the results in Table XII are the very
 small effects of changes in admissions rules on future earnings: the effect of
 financial aid is always larger except sometimes at the 99th percentile.

 It should be noted that the results in Table XII are expectations. How these
 decisions play out will lead some students to have made the exact same de-
 cisions as they made without affirmative action. The students who are at the
 margin and therefore do change their decisions based on the rules may have
 much higher (or lower) future earnings than those predicted here. Table XIII
 looks at the expected distribution of earnings for black males after individuals
 have already made their college decisions. This is accomplished by calculat-
 ing expected earnings for each individual from choosing all the different major
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 TABLE XIII

 Ex POST EXPECTED EARNINGS LOSSES FOURTEEN YEARS AFTER HIGH SCHOOL FOR BLACK MALES FROM
 SWITCHING TO WHITE ADMISSION AND FINANCIAL AID RULESa

 Adjustment in No Adjustment in
 Base Application Decision Application Decision

 Admission Rules: Black Black White White Black White White

 Quantile Aid Rules: Black White Black White White Black White

 One type: 25th $35,227 $35,227 $35,227 $35,227 $35,227 $35,227 $35,227
 (223) (224) (223) (225) (222) (223) (222)

 50th $36,440 $36,409 $36,440 $36,409 $36,440 $36,440 $36,409
 (235) (234) (239) (236) (238) (235) (234)

 75th $38,352 $38,289 $38,333 $38,264 $38,333 $38,352 $38,330
 (263) (272) (264) (266) (267) (264) (268)

 90th $43,359 $41,917 $43,020 $41,546 $42,856 $43,146 $42,614
 (1,278) (1,509) (1,225) (1,281) (1,383) (1,251) (1,327)

 95th $48,480 $47,889 $48,235 $47,644 $48,323 $48,339 $48,122
 (825) (948) (755) (852) (854) (789) (812)

 99th $56,333 $56,091 $56,003 $55,459 $56,311 $56,214 $55,956
 (706) (802) (686) (798) (724) (688) (708)

 Two type: 25th $28,687 $28,687 $28,687 $28,687 $28,687 $28,687 $28,687
 (206) (207) (208) (210) (206) (207) (208)

 50th $30,253 $30,182 $30,239 $30,182 $30,195 $30,253 $30,195
 (213) (214) (210) (217) (213) (212) (212)

 75th $45,010 $45,010 $45,010 $45,010 $45,010 $45,010 $45,010
 (343) (346) (342) (348) (342) (342) (343)

 90th $47,812 $47,722 $47,804 $47,605 $47,804 $47,804 $47,799
 (362) (350) (356) (336) (360) (360) (362)

 95th $54,288 $51,531 $53,744 $51,278 $53,588 $54,055 $53,356
 (1,831) (1,726) (1,747) (1,420) (1,837) (1,781) (1,782)

 99th $69,187 $68,726 $68,980 $68,569 $69,060 $68,980 $68,895
 (387) (430) (360) (350) (400) (364) (378)

 aEx post distribution of earnings are after making all college decisions. Earnings are in 1999 dollars and are annual. Standard errors are given in parentheses.
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 and school combinations. The probabilities associated with these outcomes-
 and in the case of unobserved heterogeneity, the conditional probabilities of
 being a particular type- then characterizes the ex post expected earnings dis-
 tribution.59 Not surprisingly, the model with unobserved heterogeneity yields a
 much larger spread on earnings across the quantiles.

 One interesting feature of Table XIII is which part of the black distribution
 of earnings is affected by changing the affirmative action policies. In particu-
 lar, both the largest changes and the largest standard errors are found at the
 90th percentile without unobserved heterogeneity and at the 95th percentile
 with unobserved heterogeneity. Individuals above these percentiles are rela-
 tively unaffected by affirmative action policies because they are likely to at-
 tend college with or without affirmative action. Individuals significantly below
 these percentiles are unlikely to attend college regardless of what policies are
 in place. Still, the differences in the ex post earnings across even these quan-
 tiles are quite small, with the largest difference being at around 3,000 when
 advantage for blacks in both financial aid and admissions are removed.

 Affirmative action may have effects in the labor market even if the channel
 is not through earnings. For example, attending college may lead to lower un-
 employment rates. Analyzing the present value of lifetime earnings requires
 making assumptions about growth rates on earnings, the discount factor, and
 unemployment rates both with and without a college education. Because of the
 assumptions entailed, I discuss this analysis in the Appendix. I show there that
 only under the most extreme assumptions is there any economically significant
 effect of affirmative action on the present value of lifetime earnings.

 If affirmative action in higher education has little effect on the labor market,
 what does it affect? Table XIV addresses this question by showing how the
 different admissions and financial aid rules affect the educational decisions of

 blacks. Without unobserved heterogeneity, removing the black advantage in
 financial aid results in a 9.5% drop in the number of blacks attending college.
 This drop is smaller (8.6%) when unobserved heterogeneity is added. That
 the enrollment effects are larger than the effects on earnings points to the
 largest decreases in the probabilities of college attendance coming from those
 individuals whose expected earnings would increase the least from attending
 college.

 Removing the black advantage in admissions has a much smaller effect on
 the number of blacks attending college, with drops of 2.3% and 1.9% for the
 models without and with unobserved heterogeneity, respectively. However, re-
 moving affirmative action in admissions would have a dramatic effect on the
 number of blacks attending the very best colleges. In particular, both models
 predict an over 45% drop in the number of black males attending colleges with

 59Note that the individual at the 90th percentile with affirmative action may not be at the 90th
 percentile after affirmative action is removed. A disadvantage of using the GEV distribution is
 not being able to identify the differences in ex post earnings at the individual level.
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 average SAT scores greater than or equal to 1,200. While this drop is large, it
 is counteracted somewhat by the increase in the number of blacks attending
 lower tiered colleges, where the average SAT score is below 1,100.

 8. CONCLUSION

 Affirmative action in higher education is a very controversial topic, yet lit-
 tle is known about how these programs affect the earnings of their intended
 beneficiaries. The reason for this lack is that the path by which earnings are
 affected is complicated: affirmative action affects admissions and financial aid
 rules, not earnings directly. Individuals can undo or reenforce the effect of
 changes in admissions and financial aid rules on earnings through their appli-
 cation behavior. This paper provides a first step to understanding how both
 admissions and financial aid rules affect expected future earnings.

 On the school side, I model the admissions and financial aid decisions. On
 the student side, I model the choice as to where to submit applications, where
 to attend, and what major to choose conditional on the acceptance set. I also
 model the relationship between these choices and earnings. With the estimates
 of all the parts of the model, I simulate how constraining the admissions and
 financial rules blacks face to be the same as the rules for whites affects future

 earnings and college decisions of blacks.
 Simulating the effects of removing black advantages in admission and in fi-

 nancial aid showed surprisingly little effect on black male earnings, despite
 blacks enjoying much larger premiums to attending college than their white
 counterparts. The small effects on expected earnings from removing black ad-
 vantages in financial aid occur because those individuals who are at the margin
 of attending are also the ones who have the lowest treatment effect; their abil-
 ities are relatively more rewarded in the noncollege market and they are ones
 who are most likely to chose majors with low premiums. On the admissions
 side, black advantages occur only at high quality schools. Removing black ad-
 vantages in admissions has little effect on earnings, because the return to col-
 lege quality is small and the blacks affected by the policy are most likely to
 attend college regardless of whether affirmative action is in place.

 There are two extensions of the model that would be interesting to pursue.
 The first is gains in diversity. That is, if blacks would prefer to attend schools
 with other blacks, an affirmative action program may have a reenforcing effect,
 where letting in one black student encourages another black student to attend.
 This is currently not taken into account in the policy simulations and signifi-
 cantly adds to the complexity of the model. Now, not only do we have to keep
 track of each individual's education decisions, but also how those decisions
 aggregate into distributions of minorities at each school.

 The second extension deals with the issue of "fit." One criticism of affirma-

 tive action in higher education is that it leads minorities into environments
 where they cannot succeed. The only way that this can be consistent with ra-
 tional expectations is if individuals receive information in the admissions and
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 TABLE XIV

 BLACK MALE CHOICES UNDER DIFFERENT ADMISSIONS AND AID RULESa

 One Type Two Type

 Admission Rules: Black Black White White Black Black White White

 Aid Rules: Black White Black White Black White Black White

 Natural science 1.94% 1.77% 1.86% 1.69% 1.92% 1.77% 1.85% 1.70%

 (0.18%) (0.18%) (0.16%) (0.16%) (0.14%) (0.14%) (0.13%) (0.12%)
 Business 3.31% 3.01% 3.27% 2.97% 3.33% 3.04% 3.28% 3.01%

 (0.46%) (0.43%) (0.45%) (0.41%) (0.43%) (0.41%) (0.41%) (0.38%)
 Soc/Hum 5.16% 4.66% 5.03% 4.55% 5.07% 4.60% 4.94% 4.51%

 (0.57%) (0.61%) (0.56%) (0.57%) (0.57%) (0.52%) (0.53%) (0.46%)
 Education 1.62% 1.48% 1.61% 1.47% 1.58% 1.44% 1.57% 1.43%

 (0.36%) (0.34%) (0.34%) (0.32%) (0.34%) (0.29%) (0.34%) (0.30%)

 College 12.03% 10.91% 11.76% 10.68% 11.89% 10.86% 11.66% 10.66%
 (1.15%) (1.14%) (1.12%) (1.06%) (1.16%) (1.06%) (1.10%) (0.97%)

 School avg. SAT score > 1,100 1.93% 1.62% 1.49% 1.26% 1.88% 1.60% 1.48% 1.27%
 (0.19%) (0.22%) (0.17%) (0.11%) (0.20%) (0.20%) (0.16%) (0.11%)

 School avg. SAT score > 1,200 0.67% 0.54% 0.38% 0.32% 0.66% 0.55% 0.39% 0.34%
 (0.13%) (0.14%) (0.06%) (0.03%) (0.11%) (0.10%) (0.05%) (0.03%)

 aStandard errors are given in parentheses.
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 financial aid decisions of the schools. Individuals who are considering attend-
 ing top colleges are used to succeeding. They may, however, have incomplete
 information as to how well their abilities match up with those attending top
 colleges. Individuals then use information from college admissions and finan-
 cial aid to update their expectations on their own abilities. Affirmative action
 programs then provide a trade-off between larger choice sets and less informa-
 tion. While the first extension would most likely lead to increases in the gains
 of affirmative action, this latter extension would not.

 Dept. of Economics, Duke University, 201A Social Sciences Building, Durham,
 NC 27708-0097, U.S.A.; psarcidi@econ.duke.edu; http://www.econ.duke.edu/
 psarcidi.

 Manuscript received November, 2002; final revision received January, 2005.
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